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nay THURSDAY, JULY + 1874 one either, ts to whether it is to the best interests of our 

he oho. 

earned Socictics to expend their funds in encouraging the 

aMoage ye ~ SS Sr se oes murther ein of long and exhaustive descriptions of 

Med ie 
. yeep an RITI\ ,; | the osteology o COMMON types, and the execution of 

et’ ON OSTEOLOG/¢.1L MON OGM LPTTLNRITLN\ (7 large number of claborate drawings or bones, Whos Clety mag: | N biological Societies, and in Others which have any Intrinsic worth is considerably less than the cost of their 
- I biological interests, there is a question which is daily | putting on wood or Stone. In several instances within 

becoming more and more prominent ; one that if not | the last two or three ycars, lensthy Papers, without doubt 
Bate, fully investigated shortly will lead to results which are far | the result of much time and ‘attention, have been presented 

Mes fey advantageous to the science itself and will throw to different Societies, evidently with a full idea on the part 
; ae discredit on its votarics ; whilst, if some decided opinion | of the authors that their Monographs will be published, 
‘eke is expressed in such a manner that no doubt can be enter- unopposed, in the form in which they send them in ; and 

ads $1 tained as to its true meaning, much hard work and | yet these many pages arc found to contain nothing more 

Melty unnecessary disappointment may be easily saved. than the monotonous and unsuggestive descriptions of 

8 ote Some half century or so ago, when zoology was just the bones, one by one, and surface by surface, profusely 
chugs commencing a new lease of life, as it may be termed, the illustrated, of animals as comnion as some of the best- 

~Rez:s-opportunities afforded to those who were studying the | known Marsupial mammals or Struthious birds, 
Sits > anatomy and physiology of the anima] kingdom were A full account of the myology, neurology, or visceral 

ni" “comparatively few. Museums were scarce ; most of those anatomy of almost any animal has a value which no one 
 inigy existing being very incomplete in an cducational point of would wish to depreciate in the least, because these parts 
LEB view, and it was almost impossible to procure specimens ! are difficult to Preserve, and it requires a special training, 

at tho any desired species by means of a pecuniary offer, | together with considerable experience in one direction, 
} The case is now, however, extremely different. Museums before such Investigations can be undertaken, as they are 

tie ar e numerous, and are daily becoming more so. The but too infrequently. But as bones are so easily preserved 
iiga-xfacilities for locomotion make it easy for anyone anxious | ina state which cannot shock the most delicate hands or 
HORE 49 see what cannot be obtained nearer, to visit the British | the most sensitive nose, there is no excuse for any student 
Li ocMuseum or that of the Royal College of Surgeons ; there not practically knowing the most important peculiarities of 
Ths aidstre dealers who are able to offer typical specimens at a any skeleton, nor for his not Prosecuting his investigations 
into wz znoderate price, and to obtain the rarer forms if necessary. | to any degree of minuteness when occasion requires, 

ot 2. Such being the case it must be evident that a certain It has been remarked that these fully illustrated mono- 
no shange ought to have come over zoological literature, in graphs are of especial value in palzontological investi- 
4 Tworder that it should Progress with the science itself. What | gations ; that the study of the Pleistocene remains of 
“husvas then indispensable is now no longer required, and Australia, for instance, can be conducted on the Spot with 
Wi tat which was then unknown takes its place. Never- greater facility when comparisons can be made with ex. 

sce heless there are a few comparative anatomists who do isting forms, But, we may ask, where can it be easier, 
-yer—isctot Seem to realise the change which has so gradually and than in Australia Itself, to obtain the Skeletons of now 
a t4"-0 markedly occurred. They think and write with the / living Marsupials? and we all know how much better It is 

|B eas of fifty years ago, and, what is more, €xpect us to | to have the bones themselves than drawings of them, 
eo: Ppreciate their productions as if they were not the least | however well executed. F urther, it has been said that 

Tee Lop, 
after a certain time it js Impossible for any author, how- 

wa: Formerly, no doubt, it was extremely valuable to have | €ver able, to continue to develop generalisations and 

dts escriptions given in print of the detailed anatomy of | theories from any number of fresh facts ; and such being 
ev atticular Species. Of their osteology this was especially | the case, can those who really like their subject do better 
Mae case. These descriptions drew attention to previously than devote themselves to the careful description, uncom- 

na “Zarcely recognised characters, and, what was perhaps | plicated with any attempt at inductive reasoning, of what 
134° “ill more important, did much to fix the nomenclature | they have the Opportunity of observing? We think they 
ot the skeleton: generally ; because, though this had been can, for we see no reason why the inferior productions of 

reviously accomplished as faras human anatomy is con- | an able man Should, on account of his previous repu- 
—=4med, there are Many reasons, known to all Practical | tation, be allowed to be placed on a level with the better 

udents, which make the names adopted in anthro- work of others, and above those productions of the same 
tomy unsatisfactory and incomplete when they have to quality, the attempts of less known authors, 

or (is . 

, . . . 

€ applied to the lower vertebrata. 
he fact, however, is that the time is Passed for the 

_. The case is now very different. Skeletons of almost all publication as simple statements of the commonplace facts 

"town animals being contained in Museums, and those of | of osteology ; the Subject is more than Overloaded with 
‘" mmon species being abundant, any student Prosecuting | them already. What is now wanted is the application to 

wl ig investigations in the spirit which insures successful | them of some methods by which, like the doctrine of 
-Sults, will find no difficulty in obtaining Opportunities evolution, or the vertebrate theory of the skull, those at 

handling and comparing the bones themselves, and Present on hand may be turned to better account in deter. 
ial have but little or no nced to refer to plates or de- mining the true affinities of different aninals, or the Means 

miptions, which arc never so satisfactory as the speci- | by which the Present state of things has been wtived at, 

* ens themselves, and are often as difficult to obtain as The comp.trison of simple fact-accumulation 
to the intro- 

» |yare expensive to purchase, 
duction of fresh methods of research, or lines of thought, 

apilt therefore becomes a question, and a not unimportant | is so insuperably in fayour of the latter, that the former 
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oA TORE CN | : 
has quite descended below the level of that quality of | probable. The instruments required for physical work om 

work which necds the distinguishing encourasement | often so costly as to make constant supervision n vstan, (ei 

afforded by the publication of the results obtained in the | over those who are not accustomed to them, and their con ‘a 

« Transactions” of any learned Socicty. struction is 50 various, at all events in minor particulars, (ei 

_ ; ee oe | that directions for their use which might be all that could +o 

— be desired in one laboratory might be misleading j at 

PICKERING'S “PIHVSICAL MANIPULATION” | another. Another difficulty arises in describing ex eth eal 

Elements of Physical Manipulation, By Edward C: | mental proofs of the simpler laws of Mechanics and Physics i 

Pickering, Phayer Professor of Physics in the Massa- | which do not require elaborate apparatus for their exhi. pie 

chusetts Institute of Technology. Part I. (London: bition, as a choice has often to be made between several 

Macmillan & Co., 1874.) | different methods, an account of all of which would make 

T° write a satisfactory text-book for students in phy- | ee ete nt een n bo wne the omission of any 

1 sical laboratories is a task beset with difficulties ; | that for which it was ers il m oded. oT other than uit 

and although Prof. Pickering has had the advantage | of ox eriments of this s t me a unten ed. ‘The selection 

of no small expericnce and judgment in the composition ! upon the time the pu Wi ble eet measure depend |:i-* 

of the work the title of which is given above, we donot think | physics. the hiecte iP . ae evote to the study of === 

that he has entirely overcome them. | en cases u . his . i 1 ae um Parsing it, and in a 

There can be little doubt that oral teaching is that ed that Prot Pickerin ne °° mathematics ; and we a 

which is best suited to students who are beginning ex- | chosen those which are eel an occasional to have 2 

perimental work of any sort, and that as much may often | results, in preference to hers oh , est numerical fe 

be learnt in five minutes by seeing another perform an upon skill are not indeed so suitabl f pending ‘feat. 

experiment as would be acquired in as many hours with | tions of physical laws. but have. eexact verifica: var 

the aid of a book alone to explain the construction and | value in improving the owers of be conation education 

use of the apparatus; and Prof. Pickering is therefore The method ected for vastenee. fe nah . Poe 

right in aiming at supplementing rather than superseding | Jaws of falling bodi - h c » Tor Mustang the 

Ihe: efforts of an instructor. s¢ wes %° es is that ol suspending a ball to Ap. 

The work is divided into sections, each of which relates | Se hell allowed oe iL sooo tete thread S severed andre 

to one or more experiments, and comprises two parts, the | which a chronogr hi . oe aed galvanic circuit i= 

first of which, entitled “Apparatus,” gives a description | by the impact of in Ral. ues eh which is again broker! = 

of the instrument recuired, and is designed to aid the “ This method well ada oP placed Pelow aebiaehieest 

instructor in preparing the laboratory for the class, while tween the time of falling Foun vest andthe dun 

_ >, . ” . . . . 
Zk 

re second, Neacns « penmens explains in detail to | traversed ; but Attwood’s machine, of which no accoun bs 

The subjects treated of in the first volume, the onl “As given, dust: ine fandamenta! laws of dynam 

. . . yon € | much more completely, is capable if fitted with proper-— 

at present published, are Mechanics, Sound, and Light, | electric arrangements, of giving *t ] d resultsh = 

* arrangement that does not agree with the order in ' and is better suited for use by the pupil, as in out opin o 

which they would probably be studied in the laboratory, | 5 : = 

as the elementary parts of heat ought certainly to be ! Sean aaa cna ought at fests " used, wins = 

taken with mechanics; but the plan adoptcd has the clock. or metronome de endent u _ aay ond ee ~ 

advantage that heat and electricity, the subjects in| q purely mechanical sooo veanente mmeanees os 

which tables are most required for reference, will be! Some of the experiments “lescribed are avowedly gi P 

. . . . : 
db han 

Placed ogc ie eo venrcladed.simong the physica, and others are we presume, I wee a 
“matters of general interest to the physicist” that are ! a eee, and others a ", presume, inserted vs =~ 
promised in the preface. ) _ same intention, as it would ardly be necessary for thos — 

Apart, however, from any detailed criticism, we | Principles. aero ahigh «the clase is supposed | =. 

must notice the important preliminary question, how have previously attained” to spend time over the expe 

far a work of this sort Is likely to fulhl the object» mental proofs ‘given of the laws of the compositi ae 

with which it is written, of enabling an instructor to forces, or the equality of the angles of incidence = 

superintend a larger class than he could otherwise — reflection. ° 4 

attend to at ones? ‘The members of the class, ac- The earlier pages of the book are devoted to g = 

cording to the method of instruction pursued in the remarks on physical measurements, and on methods 

Massachusett’s Institute, and described in the preface, are | working up the results of experiments, and they will prow... 

not informed precisely what experiments will be allotted to | very useful. | ae 

them until they cater the laboratory, and as such is the The know ledge of mathematics assumed throughod i om 

plan probably eenerally adopted where the number of — small, and in several instances the line has in this resp 

pupils is hirpe, itis absolutely necessary for the instructor been drawn too tightly, no account being given of thik: - 

to have at hand, either in a text book or in manuscript, /anethod of determining the coefticient of torsion RE 

short papers on the theory of the dittercnt cxperi- means of the torsion pendulum, or of the dete I ~ 

ments, Wedo not, however, feel sure that the descrip: of eravity by the reversible pendulum, probably on Bee 

tions of apparatus and methods of performing expen | count of the small amount of rigid dynamics requ a rr 

ments will prove so valuable as might at fist sight appear | these problems. ts 
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vibrating rod had blinded me, and it was only after long reason- and as yet it is nothing more, is directed slightly diverging (rom im 

ing, forced upon me by the presence of independent harmonics, the vertical, and sufficiently to cause it to alide up the inclined fu 

not upon any theory belonging to a reed (whose first harmonic | plane of the lip. This stream is the life-force of the sound, 80 

would be higher than an octave twelfth), that my faith was shaken. | ‘* That everybody knows.” ‘True they may. But howm ai 

Then, conceiving the idea of this principle of action, I looked, | ever think, if they know, that its force is that of a storm-wind wit 

heping to find my reasoning confirmed ; yet, let me confess it, | driving along at the rate of sixty miles an hour, The anemo et 

the first sight of the reality startled me not a little with self-con- | meter or wind-gauge proves it to be so, and that moreover in nt 

fusion. Llere was an every-day fact, constantly before me it had | some stops of large organs the pressure per foot given b the en! 

been, beautiful in its simplicity, waiting to be acknowledged, and | bellows is equal to that of a hurricane. y [o'# 

I so stupidly blind as not to see it. Vary the experiment, repeat If now the plate be removed from the back of the embouchure ih 

it again and again, and the fact will be confirmed beyond possi- | the stream is instantaneously transformel into an air-moulded (e 

bility of doubt, that, the length of reed remaining unaltered, if | reed. There is gradation in the change, the order of which ma pa 

by extraneous influence the pitch of the note is lowered whilst | be worked out, leaving the sound as Shelley says ‘‘ waiting to be = 

the pipe is speaking, correspondingly with the changing sound | born.” 
vis 

the path of the air-reed will be lengthened ; or conversely if the The velocity of passage is to become endowed with a new oa 

pitch be raised, simultaneously with the quickened velocity, the | power, the velocity of vibration. How is this investiture accom: fc 

air-reed will be seen to shorten its stroke ; no swelling of tone | plished? Jlow afterwards does the transversal vibration of the — 

gaining power with gain of amplitude ; not the counterpart of a | aeroplastic reed call into existence the longitudinal vibration of es 

eretallic reed, nor acting as a tuning-fork. The creature of air, the air-column of the pipe ? ato 

it times itself to the element that sustains it. This aero-rhythmic The isolated reed, before any change takes place, has no at 

law provides the only way possible to the air-reed to work out | innate tendency to swerve from uprightness, of itself it can neither aie 

the transmutations of energy essential to its functions ; the con- | blow in nor out, nor can the atmosphere influence it, for that is a 

stitution of air necessitates the conformity in mechanical rela- | equal on both sides ; the air-column within the pipe is at rest, ate 

tions. it has no self-stimulating power of vibration, and to disturb its as 

Another remarkable demonstration falls to this theory—that | equilibrium some internal exciting cause is needed which shall ae 

the note of every open organ-pipe is not single but is a concord, produce, with determination of priority, condensation or rarefac. als 

always consists of a duality of tone ; the two distinct tones of the | tion. It is obvious that the reed as it now stands has no power oo 

air-reed and of the pipe may be separated and again blended at | to produce a condensation, it does not strike against the sharp ps 

pleasure. _ edge, it simply asserts its own upward-rushing force. The reed im - 

Also that the harmonics or over-tones may in favourable pipes | must be bent before it will vibrate. To cause this flexure the vee 

be brought on at will without alteration of the pressure of blow- | only alternative is rarefaction. The act of rarefying occupies Fa: 

ing ; that likewise, when a pipe, instead of continuing to sound time, it takes place within the pipe, is not spontaneous, but is f° 

its fundamental, is unsteady, and gives its harmonic, the pipe | induced by some previous act, therefore the provocation belongs | = 

being said to “fly off to its octave,” the notion implied is | to the reed. In velocitous rush over the mouth, its dense stream |: -:-- 

erroneous ; it can be rendered visible that the air-reed leaps back making around itself a rarefied atmosphere, it causes the approach es 

to its octave speed, and by its superior strength compels the pipe | of the quiescent column, carries off all the particles of air lying a 

to follow in accord. The expression “ leaps back,” is delibe- | in the nearest layers, and would go on abstracting indefinitely -< 

rately used, for the native pitch of the air-reed is far higher than | if there were no counterbalancing causes coming into operation, a 

the harmonics of the pipe. but it brings down upon itself the power that bends it; suction | ~~~ 

‘Add to these the still more singular feature of three different by velocity has created a partial vacuum ; the air-column, pressing |.-- 

velocities concurring to produce in an open organ-pipe the one | outwards with the impetus of expansion, begins to bend the reed [= ~ 

fundamental tone, which we call its pitch, the super-nodal wave | over, the excited air-particles of the interior not only press for- - 

having one velocity, and the sub-nodal wave having for its course | ward to fill the places of the lost, but eagerly crowd out upon §,..- 

and recourse two differing rates of progression. Zhe motion of | the top of the reed, irresistibly sucked into the zone of rarefaction +. 

vibration is an activity tempered by rests. In every wind-instru- | around the mouth, a region where velocity has ensured least “te 

ment we perceive intimations that the period of rest is originally | pressure, and through this same “ law of least pressure,” there |.” 

governed by the special structure of each, and experiment shows | is a loss of support to the under surface of the reed, favouring [, 

that we can arbitrarily limit or prolong it; this variable ratio of | the curve of flexure, the pressure varying and diminishing from |...—_ 

rest to activity is to be taken into account in all calculated times | the root upward. - 

and velocities. In forming a true conception of the behaviour of As yet we have no vibration, for simultaneously with the |- | ~ 

musical reeds, and in tracing out the process of tone-making in | exterior action the interior rarefaction is extending high upward, 

organ: pipes and other wind-instruments, the modifying influence | the air-particles are rallying from further distances, awakened by }.-~ 

of the ‘‘rest’” between the vibrations announces itself as of vital | the agitation of those in advance, throughout the whole length } _.~ 

importance. If the doctrine is strange, it is not unnatural. The | and breacth of the pipe, uneasy as bees ina hive ; whilst the par- Seer 

action of the heart furnishes a parallel instance—contraction, | ticles are swarming toward the mouth, they are drawing away a 

dilatation, pause—the three making up the rhythmic period of | from the main body of their supports, their own elastic energy j,,— 

the heart’s beat, and their relative duration varying with the indi- | is diminishing, they are more and more thinned in numbers, aad "* 

vidual organisation. 
the new levies come up to the front exhausted of their early J ~ 

The foregoing affirmations are preparative. It will not be | vigour. Now is the supreme moment of the reed’s advantage, |. ~~ 

possible to condense into one letter the evidence and arguments | its watchful ally, the external air, pierces the weakest line jot 

supporting them, but if they are borne in mind during the pro- | under the sharp edge of the lip, and dashing in as a wave of > 

gress of the expusition, the bearing of each new fact on theory | condensation with cumulative pressure, drives back the outflow- . 

will be more readily seen, and the aim and purpose of the | ing wave, and would restore equilibrium but that the air-colums, 

reasoning be apprehended even in its inc omplete stages. still advancing, and pressed forward in consequence by the in- . 

There is one significant question which it occurs to me has | road of the upper air, meets it in full shock ere it has reached ae 

never yet been asked ; that the node is to be found in all longi- | midway ; meanwhile the air-reed, rising with vigour to recover bin. 

tudinal vibration of rod or pipe is undoubted ; that there is a | its upright position, and following after its ally ia the wake of .. 

displacement of anode in an open organ-pipe is an accepted © the retreating column, slightly overpasses Its own line, ener Re 

fact—but why, in red or pipe, why is there a node atall? The | the pipe momentarily to be cast out again, for the wave @ * 

question will wait. | rarefaction is returning and vibration is established. The in- Ls. 

Now to the experimental pipe. Suppose we have before us | vading wave has been repulsed at the spot hereafter memoral 7 

an open diapason orpan-pipe, of section rectangular, length | as ¢4e e.2¢, and the contlict renewed and continued will on — 

aft. Gin, interior breadth vg$ in, depth © in., area of mouth | no victory to either unless other and foreiga forces are roagi a. 

Asin by yin, pitch © .¢ the half wave-length for this pitch is in, for, as I shall show, we have resources withio COO ibe ty 

Sift. Sinw in the atine phere. The wind-way is a narrow fissure, | enap ing us to sway the equipoise and give supremacy to ie 

barely the twenty-fourth of an inch wide; onthe inner margin — reed. ol ene — 

of thi win Lway, we place it card or plate, covering interionly “T do suppose,” as Dr. Hooke Says 10 his talk on oe = 

the whole area of the embouchure, and then we admit the , bodies,” ‘'l do suppose the particles behave, and ; 

wind current at the foot of the pipe from the orpan-bellows. | action takes place in the manner I have described ; the ar has; 

Piemising that the swift sequence of action is delayed for | is not strained, nor have | used one phrase in associatiot ons of a 

convenience of our analysis, we notice that the stream of air, | which I do not think fully justified by the physical
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Names of mumber among Malayan and Polynesian tribes | cause of atrophy in our domestic animals, and supposing the may he relerred to as a proof of degeneracy. ‘The sound | action of this cause to be uniform. ya “man” is 10,000 among the natives of Samoa and Tonga, Itwill be asked, If we thus in part reject this cause what 6d 
as it is in Chinese, but it 18 4,000 in the Sandwich islands, | other have we to substitute? This, of course, is a collateral Lyi 
and 1,000 in New Zealand, Islanders avoid high numbers, | issue ; but as it is an important one, it may here be discussed, isl! 
and allow the significance of a name of high numbers to | I would suggest the cessation of selection (see NATURE, vol, ix. [yi sink. ‘This is proof of degradation, The reason why the arith- p. 440) as a co-operating cause, for it seems to me that this must 3 it 
metical faculty among the New Zealanders has become weaker | have acted here to some extent, and if no other causes have been jp We 
than elsewhere is because of their enormous distance from the | at work, this extent inust be the complement of the effects due [al 
continent of Asia. Samoa and Tonga are much nearer, and ac- | to disuse. Mor the sake of definition, therefore, we shall assume 20" 
cordingly in those islands the religious traditions, ¢... circum- | disuse to be in abeyance. Now, on this assumption, we should (ae 
cision, resemble those of :\sia very closely. The Polynesians expect to find that atrophy proceeds more rapidly during the ‘alt 
formerly had a decimal arithmetic, now it has sunk in Australia } initial stages of reduction than subsequently. But withoug {2 
to quaternary or quuinary arithmetic, In Ponape, one of the dwelling upon this point, what may we infer from the existing mt 
Caroline group, and comparatively near to the continent, apuki degree of atrophy in the affected organs of our domestic animals? [ix 
is 100 of men, trees, or yams, but 1,000 of eggs, cocoanuts, or Supposing the cessation of selection to be the only cause at (x/2 
stones. In Chinese faé is 100. After centuries of use high num- | work, what devree of atrophy should we here expect to find? | -— 
bers fluctuate in value, Lecause the intellect of islanders declines | Before I turned to the valuable measurements given in the nm 
in power as the effect of long-continued isolation. The ideas, ‘* Variation,” I concluded (Cf. Narure, vol. ix. p. 441) that J” 
names, and usages of civilisation are gradually lost, and with | from 20 to 2 5 per cent. is the maximum of reduction we should ‘eT 
them the human intellect becomes dwarfed. expect this unassisted principle to accomplish, in the case of | 

Prof. F. Miiller, after showing that the Polynesians could | natural as distinguished from artificially-bred organs. Nowon {> 
originally count to 100, adds, ‘* Dies ist gewiss ein Zeugniss fiir calculating the average afforded by each of Mr. Darwin’s tables, rs: 
die nicht geringe geistige Begabung und frihzeitige Entwicklung | andthen reducing the averages to parts of 100, I find thatthe highest § oe 
dieser Volker.” * The Polynesians, then, have sunk in power, / average decrease is 16 per cent., and the lowest 5; the averoge er 
and were, when visited by Capt. Cook, in a state of progressive | of the averages being rather less than 12. Only four individual 9 25: 
degradation. cases fall below 25 per cent., and of these two should be omitted {:~ - 

The question raised by Mr. Tylor was only—‘‘ Did Dr. Mar- (Cf. ** Variations,’ p. 272). Thus, out of eighty-three examples, bop 
tius change his opinion about the degeneracy of Brazilian tribes?” | only two fa'l below the lowest average expected. Moreover, we f- =: 
Dr. Peschel thinks he did, but has not yet given sufficient proof. | should scarcely expect disuse alone to affect in so similar a de. oe : 
While I venture to think that the question—‘‘Is savage mana | gree such widely different tissues as are brain and muscle. The a _ 
degenerated being?” can be solved in the affirmative by the deformity of the sternum in fowls also points to the cessation of [~~ 
careful comparison of facts, without our needing to know that | selection rather than to disuse. Further, the fact that several of Tass 
each scientific traveller holds this view, it would be most inter- | our domestic animals have not varied at all is inexplicable upon F— =~" 
esting to be assured that all such men are agreed upon it. the one supposition, while it affords no difficulty to the othe, f= 

© JOsEPH EDKINS We have seen that disuse can only act by causing variations; === 
~ and so we can see no reason why, if it acts upon a duck,it === 

Disuse as a Reducing Cause in Species should not also act upon a goose. But the cessation of selection fe: 
IN a letter of mine (NATURE, vol. ix. p. 361), entitled ‘Natural | depends upon variations being supplied to it; and so, if from t= == 

Selection and Dysteleoiogy,” there occurs a footnote upon the | any reason a specific type does not vary, this principle cannot = 
above subject. As this footnote was rather carelessly written, I | act. Why one type should vary, and another not, is a distinct | — - 
wish to explain my meaning more clearly. question, the difficulty of which is embodied by the one suppo- --— 

In the first place, it is evident that the fact of disuse causing | sition, and excluded by the other. For, to say that disuse has == 
atrophy in individuals is no proof that it likewise causes atrophy | not acted upon type .A, because of its inflexible constitution, no 
in species ; for if it does so, the laws under which it operates in | while it has acted on a closely allied type B, because of its [~~~ 
the two cases must be quite different—the one set veing as | flexible constitution, is merely to insinuate that disuse having . 
exclusively related to Inheritance, as the other set are inde- | proved itself inadequate to cause reduction in the one case, it To 
pendent of this principle. The primary question therefore is: | may not have been the efficient cause of reduction in the other. a 
Does inheritance here reproduce the character of immediate | But the counter-supposition altogether exc.udes the idea of a = 
ancestors, as in congenital atrophy, &c. ; or of distant ancestors, | casual connection, and so rests upon the more ultimate fact of oe 
as in mutilations, &c.? I think there can be no reasonable | differential variability, as not requiring to be explained. Lastly, aN: 
question that it does the former, and so have no doubt that | it is remarkable that those animals which have not suffered re-  f, —... 
disuse is a cause of atrophy in species. The question as to | duction in any part of their bodies are likewise the animals Im 
degree, however, remains, which have not varied in any other way, and conversely ; for as we 

One sentence in the footnote Iam explaining may be taken to | there is no observable connection between these two peculiar: = 
imply that the effects of disuse are exhausted in a few generations. | ties, the fact of the intimate connection between them seh to re 
Nothing can be further from my meaning. If disuse acts at all | show that special reduction cepends upon general varia iy — 
in species, its modus oferandi, as just stated, must be that of | rather than that sp cial variability depeads upon special reducing sy 
causing variations which are capable of being inherited ; conse- | causes. _ . _ ‘on it wil be bere 
quently, if disuse acts thus at all, it is impossible to assign limits Dropping, however, our arguinentative assumption, Nhl that «. ae 
tu its operation in time. The question, however, is, In what | remembered that I deem it in the last degree impro able " TD 
proportion are the effects of disuse in the parents reproduced in | disuse should not have assisted in. reducing the unuse orga Oe [ - 

the offspring? Variations caused by disuse certainly differ from | our domestic animals ; and the ellect of this eae lish 10 ch be * 
congenital variations, in that they are not fully inherited ; and it that the cessation of selection is not able to accompils som a 

is the degree in which they are inherited that must determine the | reduction as I antccedently expected. On the o + election 
rate at which disuse here operates. This degree, however, is | seems to me no less improbable that the cessation 0 shat dee SUS 
unknown : we only know that it is something very small. Now should not have here operated to some extent ; putin wha and PRS 
as disuse is in) competition with other reducing causes, the — gree the obscrvanle ctiects are to be attributed tot is cause, Lge 
rapidity of ity action is an important factor in the estimation of | 1m what dearce to disuse, P shall not pretend ae Suggest. ede a 
its probable effects. | No doubt the aAbave considerations are 0 a vey ne data at OM 

Ky the omission of the word proportional”? near the end of | scription ; but this only follows trom | the scarcity of t Sincipally bein 
the footnote, | Appear to Ipstitute an absolute comparison our disposal, and itis to this very Seoty vat } wath. reluctant Se: 

between the effects of disuse in wild and in tame species. This, desirous of calang attention ; for al:hough it "lisp te the doc ta 
of course, wotld be absurd. What bmean is, that Supposing: diftidence that [ venture thus, even m bart fo sn ve for the SoD 

disuse to be the chet cause of atrophy in wild species, it has not trine of one whom most of living ling th einetan yen not yet Rie 
produced so qiuch cllect in) tame species as We should) ante. reason Just given, I cannot help) leering baat the subject. How: ry 

ccdently expert; ter, though the facts are very scanty, so far arrived tor a final quantitatlve « ouestic thus vaized is of no 1, Shes, 
as they pro they toad to prove, that when an organ is disused for ever, as before remarked, “the question thus 1 incipel ey 
seventh peners ; ‘ts reducti is tical importance ; since whether or not disuse is the prin ws wlopenerations only, the rate of its reduction ts much | practica | ey OU th is no doubt that atrophy ac mi 
irrevler than at ought to he, supposing disuse to be the main | case of atrophy in species, ere GrorcE J RoMANES a. 
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R65 a oe, Longevity of the Carp comparatively speaking, a mere speck about one square Ct this Last antumn, being at Fontainebleau, I was told ay the mile In extent, and to the west are two small oullying 

UM, gga" servant of the Palace there that the German soldiers w ha | islands covered with Tussock srass. A rocky peak 1,100 ft. 
y hele occupation of the place during the last war ie many of the high rises on the north side of Nightingale Island and is ce Nar A in the pond of the Palace garden called “Jardin Anglais, continucd into a ridge stretching across the j land 
{ vatad and that some of these carp carricd, attached by silver wire to | ~ lley s satin the fens : ae stand, a ete Sy their ills, little silver plates bearing inscriptions purporting that | \* ° separating this from a lower ridge which runs tate the plates were attached to the fish in the time of Francis I. and occ y - nent anges. On phe lower tract Phylica arborea 
a as Henry If.—yv.¢. about 300 years ago. . — Cc ve pa ‘ Wes, ane on the high ground was seen Lyco- Siu. Some of your Germain readers could easily ascertain by inquiry | Podium ansul) vand a species of Cotula different from Span 'S ofthe corps in occupation whether such fish were in fact caught. | that found in Tristan and not seen at all in Inaccessible 
ah; > Ifit should turn out that they were, then, although the well- | Island, Souchus oleraceus L., which grows abundantly ff ascertained proof desired by Mr. Suffield (NatuRE, vol. x. p. | on the other islands, is, together with several other plants, dong 147) would not of course be given, yet the fact would be qyidence absent from this. The Tussock grass forms a dense é the tie worth noting. 

- G, growth over nearly the whole island, growing in thick tufts 
hee ge = = Cannes, June 25 

or clumps to a height of five or six feet, and so matted to- 28 99 
gether near the base of the clumps as to be almost im- 

ih THE “CHALLENGER” EXPEDITION * penetrable. The abundant growth of this grass causes Tales V. the island to become an €normous penguin rookery, and 
ls, a INACCESSIBLE AND NIGHTINGALE ISLANDS the thick deposit of the excrement of the birds imparts ed crs HE first of these islands, the area of which is about | a greater vigour to the plants, so that the lower parts or 
MeL T four square miles, is situated about twenty-three | bases of the clumps become of a peaty character, Tonle miles W. by S. of Tristan d’Acunha. The cliffs rise to | beds several feet in thickness, of a black peaty richly- MES UP the height of about 1,000 feet in a perpendicular range on | manured soil, being thus formed. It was with the Ua the north-east side. The tract beneath the cliffs is covered greatest difficulty that a way was made throuzh this rs with doris of fallen rocks. On the cliffs themselves the | thicket, the grass being too high to allow the planning of a ee plants are similar to those found in the same Situation in any definite track, and the screaming and biting of the tine. Tristan. On the lower land are dense thickets of Spartina | penguins, together with the stench from the thick deposit hein : @rundinacea Carm., a tall, reed-like grass, which here of dung, being anything bat agreeable. Indeed Mr. ‘stones forms an extensive penguin rookery ; patches of Phylica Moseley says that the Specimens of Tussock grass which Nt fie ge arborea Th. also grow on the summits of slight elevations ;| he gathered on Inaccessible and N ightingale Islands ‘ite and under the shelter of the cliffs the trees attain a height | were lost in the continued fizht with the penguins and the “agus of twenty feet, or even more. The trunks are seldom or | long grass. Inone place a quantity of the trees of Phylrca async: never straight, but mostly lean over, or become partly arborea hai been blown down by the wind, and the trunks “Sttza procumbent, starting upright again towards the top. The | were lying dead on the ground. Lichens, as well as two eutire Jargest trunk seen by Mr. Moseley measured a foot in fungi, were found on these dead trunks, tat is diameter, but the trees on the upper plateau are said to A dark green ulva forms a thin coat on the rocky SMMC: measure 18inches across, they do not, however, growso high, | shelves of the coast near the caves of the seals, which, wns being stunted by the force of the gales. The wood of the when dry, as was the case during the Challenger’s visit, Up ae Phylica, though brittle, is said to be useful when properly | has a peculiar metallic appearance. The island is never at dried, but in exposed situations it rapidly decays. Under- | visited except during the sealing season. ae a neath the trees are ferns, mosses, and sedges, also -lcena Though it has been stated that the vegetation of the : “" sanguisorbe Vahl., the. leaves of which are used in New | Tristan group knows no change of seasons, it is proved aism: Zealand both as a tea and as a medicine, Chenopodium that some of th2 plants mentioned in these notes have wine, tomentosum Th., the tea-plant of Tristan, also grows in | their periods of flowering ; thus the Pelargonium is said ‘ea abundance, forming bushes with woody stems, A species of | to flowerin the middle of the summer, when a large number rec Sphagnum, Carex tusularts Carm., and Hydrocotyle capi- | of the flowering plants are at their best, and the shore is yw t lata Th. grew ina swamp near the penguin rookery. From | covered with _the fallen petals. At the time of the aii the two Germans who were discovered on the island a gool | Challenger’s visit in October few plants were in flower, but mix := deal of information was obtained about the vegetation, | the phylica trees all bore fully developed green fruits. cones": more especially of that of the higher land, to which it From the geological as well as the botanical similarity “t= was found impracticable to ascend from the side of the | of the three islands forming this Interesting group, it -=- mountain where the ship anchored. The plants found there may be surmised that a former connection existed between “" weresimilar to those which grew below, but in addition grew | them. The different currents Which sweep the Tristan 1% the species of Enpetrum, found on the other islands, | group bring with them many foreign seeds, which are cast agit, Lomaria boryana Willd., which in some instances attained up on the shore. Amongst them was seen those of Guz- oe aheight of four feet, Lycopodiuminsulare Carm., and Lage- | landina, which are so.netimes washed up on the Irish ae nophora commersontt Cass., a small Composite plant with | coast by the Atlantic current. These seeds are known anit 2 daisy-like flower. The Tussock grass, which appears | in Tristan d’Acunha, as well as in Bermuda, where they os: Closely similar to Dactylis cespitosa ¥ orst., of the Falk- arc also occasionally cast up, as the sca-bean, the popular yee lands, grows in patches of considcrable size on the upper | belicf in the islands being that they are the seeds of a plant ‘aé Plateau, and straggles up the cliffs to the summit. Merzera | which grows at the bottomof the sea, a8 depressa Banks also grows on the platcau, and its berries on eee 3 form a favourite food of the Nesocichla cremita, the native | Tye FIGURE OL THE FARTIT IN RELATION gs, thrush of the Tristan group; while the Bunting (Eyberiza TV GEOLOGICAL INOUIRY" mq brasiliensis) feeds on the fruits of the Phylica, reat wo TER ES FAN OLN 3 — Thetwo Germans had cultivated the ground in the neigh- | IIE elevation and depression of different parts of the is bourhood of their dwelling, growing potatoes, cabbages, surface of the earth above or below a men ered 
ne and other European vegetables, Two species of clover | level has frequently formed the subject of communications mr also introduced by them were spreading rapidly, and a con- 1° NATUR ’ put d no ees ie “i a hah 
ns volvulus was growing in quantity on the cultivated cround, VAVE any ol these c Ages Deen Le crite Othe rem Lote "c: _ The other island of the Tristan group 1snamed Nightin- | Shape of the Wi ttorial ciicumference of the e.wrth, wand to ae ge Island, and is distant 304 miles from Tristan | the changes Which itis not Improbable are constintly but 2h nee mute rom Inaccessble lan, ivi, | slowly king pac. he ition ofthe os inn j N, Mocha, tes ate fone on fe in Dae to Dt: Hooker by Mr. H. sccond cdition of ©“ The Heavens,” by Amedcée Guille-
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min, cdited by J. Norman Lockyer, I.RS., the fol- It will be readily secn that its influence will be felt— wi 
lowing note 1s introduced in brackets by the editor — 1. On the clevation and depression of the land espe wt fo 
“The most recent results arrived at by gcodcsists have | cially near the cquator, » espe: pst fr 

taught us that the carth 1s not quite truly represented by 2, On simultaneous elevation and depression on 0 } (ead 

an orange, at all events, unless the orange be slightly | sites sides of the earth. Ppo- ae 
squeezed, for the equatorial circumference is not a per- 3. On ocean currents, consequently on climate, &c, ove 
fect circle, but an ellipse, the Jarger and shorter 4. On the thickening and thinning of formations to the tak? 
equatorial diameters being respectively 41,852,864 and | cast and west. (ps 
41,843,996 ft. That 1s to say, the equatorial diameter 5. On the flow of rivers, hence on river and lake ter- oe dt 
which pierces the earth from long. 14° 23' cast to 194° 23' | races, beaches, &c. ao 
east of Greenwich is two miles longer than that at right Observed facts, especially in North America, appear to [333 
angles to it.” * « show that the subsidence and subsequent elevation of {ins 

The history of these “ results” may be briefly stated as | that continent has always taken place very gradually and a 
follows :— oo with a progres:ive motion from west to east and from east a 

Capt. Clarke, R.E,, in a communication to the Royal | to west. In other words, these changes of level have fees 

Astronomical Society, read April 6, 1860, and published | assumed the form of a vast equatorial undulation pro- anne 
in vol. xxix, of the “ Memoirs,” investigates the figure of | gressing with extreme slowness, at one epoch in an ee 
the earth resulting from the best existing data. He con- | eastcrly, and at another in a westerly, dircction, This |n- 
cludes :— , oo appears to be shown by the very gradual thin. |. 

“ The result of our investigations then is this: that the | ning out, or the very gradual thickening, of Ter. <.-¥ 

ellipsoid which best represents the existing meridian | tiary, Cretaceous, and even Paleozoic formations, In |'~ 

measurements has its major (equatorial) axis in longitude | Post-tertiary times, where we are brought nearer tothe |—— 13° 585 cast from Greenwich.” records of past changes, and may compare antipodal |....- -- 
The greatest and least values of the meridian compres- | illustrations, it is apparently manifested by the stupen- ,7--. 

sion are— dous escarpments which for 17000 to 1,700 miles rear jo 

a-c I 40 Or their wall-like fronts from 200 to 600 ft. above the Onta. |) :---- 
oe 286°779 in longitude 13° 58"'5 E. rio, Red River, and Saskatchewan plains; and it is ©.’ 

b—-c _ 1 __ in Joneitude 102° <8"= FE further indicated by the symmetrical river terraces and 
— 309° 304 8 53 50°75 f. lake beaches which are developed to a very remarkable wer oe 

and the length of the polar semi-axis, 20,853,768 ft. “The | extent throughout the whole of the northern part of {/\ me ~ 

difference of the equatorial semi-axis is 5,308 ft., or, in | North America. jee 
round numbers, just one mile.” These occur both on the east and west flanks of the a 

The investigation from which result the above figures Rocky Mountains, and are found in the various passes ari 
was undertaken by Capt. Clarke, in consequence of re- | 44/0” that great range. To enumerate examples would "2, 
marks by the Astronomer Royal in tke “Monthly be to select any large river issuing from the Appalachian “al = 

Notices” of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. xx. p. Chain, the Laurentides, or the Rocky Mountains, at ele- (7 | 
104 (January 1860), on General Schubert's “Essai d’une | Vations varying from 400 ft. to 4,000 ft. above the present [ez ee 

détetmination de la véritable figure de la terre.” The re- | level of the sea. I hope that some of your correspondents {-. 
sults arrived at in General Schubert's memoir is that the | ™@Y supply illustrations of similar geological phenomena =~ l7> 
earth is an cllipsoid, whose clements are--- occurring as near as it may be possibie to find records on EES. 

Polar semi-anis 20,855,605 ft. opposite sides of the earth and during the same geological pons 
i | period of time. [== 

Maximum compression Saas ' To the supposed motion of the equatorial bulge may 2-7-7 
ne 9 | also be partly attributed the changes in the direction of [—7- "> 

Minimum y — the flow of certain rivers, and the elevation of an axis [=> 
. . |. 307004 , ,{ across the North American continent from east to west ['~*-*- 

Longitude of major axis of equator 414 221 + | between lat. 35° ard 45° N., by which the drainage of the '*~*-- 
5 _ MInor axts of equator JT3U4 3114 | creat Canadian Lakes (excepting Ontario) was diverted [~*°= 

the longitudes bcing measured from Greenwich cast- | from the Gulf of Mexico into the Gulf of St. Lawrence. PAD ce 

wards. , The ancient river channels through which the great lakes [== 7: 
For the dimensions of the earth on the clliptic hypo- | sent their waters to the sea are now filled with drift toa 27°22 

thesis, Capt. Clarke prefers the following valucs, given at | depth varying from 200 ft. to Goo ft. During the peried [**2= 

Pp. 773; of the “ Account of the lrincipal Triangulation | of depression the great lakes were in direct communica- ~S-S8 

(Ordnance Survey, viz. — tion with the sea, and their waters were brackish or salt. [- eL 
}-quatorial 20.926,3489 ft Compression —! The dredging operations which have been conductedin [2+ 
Polar 20,855,233 ft. § press 23°76 Lake Michigan show the former marine character of the > *<r 

Mean deeree 304.61 3°33 ft. : fauna of the waters of this lake. | Kt 

The volume was published in 185s. The origin of beaches and ennaces eee to be a Rien 
It appears, then, that somewhere between fons. 13° | Mately connected with an easterly or westerly ania Me 

and Jong. 41° cast of Cieenwich the majer equatorial elevation simultaneously with a northerly and sout erly ee 

axis is about two miles loner at the present day than the ; ¢levation, such as would be produced by the sion on, Sh 
equatorial asis at right angles to it; and Curing caulicr | Ment ofan equatorial bulge in an cast OF ubeen rec Oe ne 
geological epochs, when the crust of the carth was ina | In North America, where terraces and beac ted, f om =~ 
more plastic condition, these differences may have been perfection at altitudes varying, as already stated, na meee 

considerably greater, and the effect on the poological +0 ft, to 4,000 ft, above the occan, the phenomena may i, 
structure of the earth intensitied. be studied with some prospect of elucidation. , wt 

The point to which Twish to draw the attention of: I Fave been credibly informed that data do not . ast 
those who have studicd the successive variations in the ) Prescnt exist which would enable astronomers to sta . R: 
level of COrttin parts of the carth’s suites, relates to the definitely that the bulge in the equatorial circumference fires 

“ . nas - beac - » Gath between longitudes 13° and 41° east. of Ter o 
effect which this equdtonal bulge" must have produced of the Cal N be ween 5 2. r ; 

ariote. veolow , .; tentade ae, Greenwich is stationary, or whether it has an easterly OF ‘sde, Upon vantous peolosical phenomena, and: particularly if: 1. h tak f the character ofan “su; 
the longitude of the bulge varies according to a determine | westerly motion, and thus Po eed oF ele of th causes Rin X 
able liw. | undulation, Perhaps, on Consideration of the oi cit ovr a 

“Vem IAS. vob ania. 18to, | which produce this ellipsoidal form of the equatorial ¢ |
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ml is cumfcrence of the earth, we may assume that the longi- | in the fish by the proximal portion of the hyoid arch 
te tude of the major axis is constantly changing and pro- | The suspensorium is a stout cartilage sloping downwards — gressing from west to cast within certain limits, and then and forwards, rounded below into an articular surface for Sy returning from east to west; in other words, oscillating | the jaw, and divided above into three processes, the pedicle through a determinable space. (p) or true apex of the arch, the ascending process (a), lings I have ventured to bring this interesting subject under | and the otic process (0). ‘I'he two former are coalesced with aig the notice of the readers of NaAvrureE in the hope that it | the hinder ends of the trabecula, the latter with the may receive the attention which it appears to merit, and | auditory capsule; the first division of the fifth nerve passes a. that satisfactory illustrations will be forthcoming to show | out betwecn the pedicle and the ascending process. A . that the differences between the equatorial major and | granular deposit of calcific matter (Qu) in the lower part of ae minor axes of the earth are competent to explain or throw | the suspensorium is the only representative of the bony it ding light on many disputed points in geological inquiry, and quadrate of the fish, the nicta-pterygoid region remains eee to lead to a rational solution of some difficult problems. On wholly unossified. rae. the other hand, it does not appear unreasonable to suppose The pterygo-palatine arcade is very rudimentary, being tt I that known geological facts may serve to point out a | represented only by a thin bar of cartilage (PI.Pt) passing UN hy, line of investigation which may lead to a more correct forwards from the front ede of the suspensorium, but not es knowledge than we appear to possess at present of the | coming into contact with the ethmoidal region. Two ‘ite figure of the earth, the probable changes which are slowly bones are, however, developed in connection with this sty. taking place, and the relation which these bear to geolo- cartilage—the small tooth-bearing palatine, and the enor- ts gical inquiry. HENRY Y HIND mous triangular pterygoid. ite Windsor, Nova Scotia As in the salmon, the lower jaw, stripped of its invest- a _ ing bones, consists of an articular and Meckel’s cartilage ; — OO 

the latter, however, is large and stout, and not reduced bas REPORT OF PROF. PARKER'S HUNTERIAN | to a more slender root on the inner side of the dentary. me LECTURES “ON THE STRUCTURE AND tilage connected by lento, wah te ee a ot mes: DE VELOPMENT OF THE VERTEBRATE mandible ; it is divided into cerato- and hypo-hyal, but is an SKULL” * entirel ified, and i 
sim, 

y unossified, and never comes into relation with the mi V. auditory capsule. The branchial arches are four in num- Hin WHEN the investing bones, mentioned in the last | ber; the two hinder are split up into a long epi-branchial, “es paper, are removed, the chondro-cranium of the | a short cerato-branchial, and a small wedge-shaped basi- tists axolotl is seen to have a far lower structure than that of | branchial. ~~.  thesalmon. The hinder part of the skull-floor is consti- One of the most important points to be noted in the ans tuted by a flat plate of cartilage (Fig. 13, B.O) formed development of the skull is {the formation of the stapes ; -\-, from the investing mass, and answering to the basi- | this was formerly believed to be the apex of the hyoid w.. Occipital, but unossified. From this rises up on each | arch, but its true nature—as a separated portion of the — side a narrow cartilaginous pedicle, which, uniting above | wall of the ear capsule—has been demonstrated in the 
tse with its fellow, forms the occipital ring inclosing the | frog, and confirmed in the newt, axolotl, and other forms. yj foramen magnum. An ossification—the exoccipital—is | In the axolotl of about an inch long a crescentic slit is _ formed on each side of this arch where it bears the occi- seen in the auditory capsule, formed by the degeneration “pital condyles ; but, as in all amphibia, the supra-occipital, | of its cartilage into fibrous tissue ; the ends of this slit “*-  jike the basi-occipital region, remains cartilaginous. extend and meet, and thus cut off a circular plug of car- ot. From the front edge of the basilar plate proceed two tilage set in a ring of fibre, producing at once the stapes “cartilaginous rods, uniting between the nose capsules as | and the fenestra ovalis. 
1, an expanded inter-nasal plate (I.N) and rising up to form The investing mass remains long in the condition of ", _ the walls of the brain-case, but leaving its floor and roof indifferent tissue, and even after chondrification has set "to be covered in by the investing bones—the parietals and | in the two halves remain separate until a very late period, “%* — frontals above and the para-sphenoid below. These rods | thus approximating to the state of things found in Menc- v= are, clearly, the very slightly altered trabeculz ; they bear | branchus and Proteus, in which the two parachordals are ube a single pair of ossifications, placed considerably in front permanently united only by fibre. et of the optic foramen, and answering to the lateral elements The trabecule are at first parallel with the post-oral 1G of the “os en ceinture” or “ girdle-bone” of the frog. The arches, and only at a comparatively advanced stage come SF nasal capsules, situated immediately outside the expanded | to lie almost at right angles to them, as in the first stage |,  €ornua trabecule (hypo-trabeculars), are,as far apart as | of the salmon. The pterygo-palatine process is very late ein the ray. in its development, arising as a bud from the mandibular ee The auditory capsules are largely cartilaginous, but arch, and growing forwards towards the trabeculz, with (contain three bones—the prootic, the epiotic, and a small which, however, it never actually unites. The minor ossicle nearly filling up a membranous space in the changes which the arches undergo will not be described "Capsule between the prootic and opisthotic regions ; the | here, as they have been worked out at far greater length in me space is the first appearance of a Senestra ovalis, the bone | the frog. ie of a stapes, so that in the tailed Amphibians is seen the VI. Shull of the Frog (Rana temporaria).—.\s far as m earliest foreshadowing of the delicate apparatus by means | jts general aspect is concerned, the skull of this well- “ of which vibrations of the air are communicated to the | known Batrachian is by no means unlike that of the ~, membranous labyrinth. The apparatus is, however, in a | axolotl: it presents, however, many important differences, * very rudimentary condition, there being neither tympanic | and shows a marked advance towards the sauropsidan and “’ membrane nor external meatus, and the Stapes being con- | mammalian type. 

_ ‘ected, not with a chain of car-bones, but with a band of | Among the most important of these characters may Le : fibres, the Stapedio-suspensorial ligament (s.s.1), which | mentioned the backward slope of the suspensorium (sce “unite it with the hinder part of the suspensorium, Vig. 14), the large size of the maxilla and its connection, p The upper end of the mandibular arch 1s not Iect down | through the intermediation of a small separate bone (the i to a considerable distance from the skull like that of the - quadrato-jugal, ©.Ju), with the quadrate, the union of "salmon, but forms the whole of the suspensory apparatus | the palato-pteryyoid cartilage with the ethmoidal region, , _ of the lower jaw, thus taking on the function performed the disappearance in adult life of the branchial arches, | *® Continued from p. 108. and, most important of all, the separation of the upper end
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of the hyoid arch as a chain of auditory ossicles, for the Only a single bone occurs in the auditory capsule—the 
purpose of communicating the vibration of the tympanic | prootic, which extends backwards, so as almost to meet 
membrane tothe stapes. the exoccipital ; the opisthotic, epiotic, and stapes remain 

Certain noteworthy pecultarities may be mentioned, with | entirely cartilaginous, 
regard to the investing bones, the chief being the fusion | ‘The palatine (Tig. 15, Pl)is a slender bone not provided L, 
of the parietal and frontal into a single bone (I r.Pa), the | with teeth ; the pterygoid is 3-ranged, having an anterior t 
dagger-like form of the para-sphenoid, and the addition of process coming into relation with the palatine, a posterior 4 
a horizontal bar to the upper end of the squamosal which | articulating with the auditory capsulc,and a descending bar ' 

which runs along the inner side of the suspensorial carti. ; 
Frq. 13. me lage ; the two lattcr help to inclose the eustachian open- 1 

rn RR : ing (Eu). The suspensorium does not present that clear |: 
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EO L209 Ly Fic, 15.—Skull of Frog, under view ( x 2). the investing bones removed from 
6.0. the right side. P.N, posterior nares; Eu, aperture of eustachian tube. 

Fic. 13.—Skull of fully adult Axolotl, under view (>; 2 diam.), the investing ce : . . : 1G. 13.—-Skull e andy adult Axplorh under: ic 1.N, inter-nasal plate; p, | division into pedicle, ascending process, and otic process | 
pedicle, a, ascerding process, and 0, otic process of the suspensorium. which is observable in the axolotl ; the second of these 

_ | 4s, in fact, represented only by fibrous tissue, while the 
Seems to answer to one of the bony plates developed in | pedicle and the otic process are completely fused with the 
ganoids in the temporal region, while the vertical portion is | auditory capsule. | 
clearly the homologue of the pre-opercular. An extremely There is no articular bone in the mandible, but an in- 
small membrane-bone is also developed in connection | teresting ossification (M.Mck) of Meckel’s cartilage takes 
with the external nasal opening: this is the septo- | place at the point of union of the two rami. This is the 
maxillary (S.Mx), which is interesting from its reappear- | symphysial ossification or “mento-meckelian” bone ; it 
ance in lizards, snakes, and birds. has been found in the sturgeon and also in early stages 

In the cartilaginous brain-case the form of the trabe- | of the human subject. 
culz is entirely lost by the complete union of those arches The hyoid arch is divided into two portions, an 
below, so as to form a solid floor of cartilage within the | upper, which subserves the function of hearing, and a 
para-sphenoid, and by the formation of a roof of like cha- | lower, which supports the tongue. The first of these 
racter beneath the fronto-parietals: the latter is inter- | (Fig. 16) is a hammer-shaped apparatus, partly cartilagi- 
rupted by a large anterior and a pair of small posterior | nous, and partly bony, the handle of which articulates with - 
fontanelles. Just behind the inter-nasal plate a stout dice- | the stapes (St), while the head is fitted into the drum- : 
box-shaped ossification is developed (G) overlaid above , membrane (Fig. 14, Ty).* The parts of this ossiculum = .}"_ 

| auditus have been named by Prof. Huxley, in their rela- e 
a hey 7 tion to the stapes, inter-, medio-, extra-, and supra- ~ 

mp — — Ae _ Stapedial ; taken together they answer to the hyo-mandibu- . 
ae a | lar and symplectic of a fish. The medio-stapedial (M.St) . 

fe [| co Sod j C \ ts ossified ; the other portions of the apparatus are (bia I GOS ; | ap Cy Seo as a Amex zr Ty YA WN . DS At We Lede lo GSC : 

AT. iT —_—_ ne , . . SS 
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Q & Sees) st Sum » _ £0 ‘\ #918 NYly NS ee be te 
oF Se a ck biG. 16 —Ear-bones of Froz (x 4) ist, iater-stapedial; mist, medio* a 
As bird: filly stapedial ; cost, extra-stapedial ; s.st, supra-stapedial. , t 

Fru. ig.—Shull of Common | . Ty, tympanic membrane > ACT, cartilaginous. The tongue-cartilage wa shield-shaped: ® aunulis tytyccne ) AL Nh, mentoameche lian plate consisting of basi-hyal in its anterior and basi- > 

by the f ioand | 7 ; ..;. branchial in its posterior part, and connected with the s ” t Y dlcchu ink below hy the para-sphenoid ; this 's skull by two slender, spring-like rods, the stylo-hyals: é 
; 1c BM : C one ( os ch cemture of Cuvier), and answers (St.Hy), which are fused with the auditory capsule ; these 

oO | re lc 1 Ne of the cthmoid, the fore part of the answer to the anterior or lesser horns of the hyoid bone- f pre: and oe oe renoids, and the pre-frontil.. In its of man, the greater horns being represented by the ossi- < posterior half this bone contains a single cavity, in Which ed tipst hypo-branchials or thyro-hyals (H.Br. 1) which . are lodged the olf tory lobes of the brain, but in its anterior embrace the laryny, 
Moicly averted partition cnesethmoid) divides it into , ri : hich ts the : two ch. WS ) Wied t nerve . . as 6 * The annulus tyimpanicus (A.T), or ring of cartilage which suppor! . ¥ 0 c un Is, through which the nerves of smell Pass to | dram-inembrane, woutd fu to answer rather to the external ear of a malls by 
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_ ae mn FERTILISATION OF PAPILIONACEOUS | 9pen space between the claw of the vexillum and the 
Ds ne FLOWERS—COROATLLA 

claws of the other petals so as to have free access from 
Re 

TAS ORQ, 
the outside to the inside or the inside to the outside of the 

Oa [N NATURE, vol. vi. PP. 478 and 498, you inserted a | flower. Dew! paper of mine in which an attempt was made to draw One hot day last August I watched a bee rifling the 
2s | certain yeneral conclusions concerning the fertilisation of | flowers of C. warva in the regular way. He settled as 
tena papilionxccous Howers from the examination of a few usual on the lower flowers of the crowded umbel first, 
sing genera, chietly English : and in that paper I stated that | resting on the wings and keel, and went rapidly round and 
tin the foreign genus Coronilla presented peculiar difficul- | up the umbel. The plant was a large one, and he must 
thee ties. I have since then been stimulated by Mr. Darwin’s | have been there more than half an hour. He did not ‘s kind interest to examine Coron///1 more carefully, and | seem to be taking pollen. What could he be doing? for 

now send you the results. 
there was no semblance of nectar either inside the base of The ultimate result of these generalisations was that in the petals or calyx or inside the Staminal tube. On ex- 

all the following particulars, viz. the position and motion | amining the flower carefully with a glass the outs of of the flowers and the peduncle, the cohesion of the petals, | the calyx, which is thick and fleshy, appeared to be the cohesion of the stamens (so remarkable a feature in covered with shining glands or vessels, sometimes I think 
this tribe); the structure and character of the filaments, | moist, but always yielding copious liquid on very slight of the anthers, and of the policn, the structure of the pressure. Could this be what the bee was seeking ? style and stigma ; and the place where nectar is secreted ; | On a subsequent day I again watched a similar bee the parts and functions are so organised and correlated rifling the flowers, and at last distinctly saw his pro- as to induce and compel insects, generally bees, in visiting | boscis, which had €ntcred as usual by the front of the the flowers for nectar, to carry away with them pollen | flower, protruded outwards through the gap between the 
from one flower and bear it to another. claws of the petals and Sweep the outside of the calyx, One, perhaps the most striking, of the generalisations | Here then was an answer to my difficulty. The nectar sd in question was as follows :— for which the bee sought the flower, and in getting which “The degree to which the cohesion of the stamens is | he benefited the plant by carrying pollen from flower to carried, so remarkable a feature in this tribe, seems to | flower, was not in any of the usual places inside the depend on the necessity for access to nectar.. In those | flower, but outside the calyx, while there was a very peculiar construction of the petals giving access to it. 

sts oN 
Instead of proving an anomalous exception to the gene- 
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ralisations | have quoted above, it turns out to be another 
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Fic. 2.~Coroniila emerus. . 

Ves Me. 
NN ONY function of secreting nectar and of attracting the bee to it 

yo Te ee in the manner requisite for fertilising the flower is effected cs Fic. 1.—Coronilla varia. by different organs. That the outside of the calyx should 
i “ secrete nectar and that there should be a peculiar window, us lovers in which the stamens are monadelphous, viz, | out of which the bee, having entered by the regular door, bic Ulex, Sarathaumus, Genista, Cytisus, Ononis, Lupin, | and having in so doing dusted himself with pollen, should ws there is no symptom of nectar within the staminal tube, | be able to get at the nectar, is surely a remarkable “+ - no space for it, and no access to the interior. In some, | specialisation, and alsoa remarkable confirmation of the ue at any rate, of these, viz. Ulex, Ononis, and Lupin, the result of generalisations I had previously made. ts bees certainly resort to other parts of the flower. On the Since then I have examined some other species or 
1 other hand, where the tenth stamen is entirely free or | varieties of Coront/la, viz. Coronilla emerus, a Very pretty ti where it is separated from the others at the base, so as to | free flowering garden shrub or creeper, a variety of this give an insect access to the interior of the staminal tube, | named Coronrlla emerus lutescens, C. montana, and C. there is nectar within this cavity.” Manta, To this generalisation the two species of Coronilla In Coronilla emernus the claws of the petals are much which I had examined, viz. C. varia and C glauca, seemed prolonged, so as to make the whole flower much longer to form an exception. In them the tenth stamen was | than in the other specics (sce Fig. 2). The structure of always separate ; but there was no aperiure at the base | the staminal tube is like that of Pisum, Lathyras, Robinia, te of the staminal tube, no nectar within the staminal tube, | &c., in having a large cavity at the base filled with water, and no space for it, the base of the staminal tube fitting | and large apertures on eaca side of the base of the tenth # asclosely round the pistil as it does in those papilionaceous | stamen, by which the bee's proboscis can reach the nectar, 1 flowers in which the tenth stamen is not Separated from | The long tube or channel formed by the claws of the 
s  the rest. 

Petals is such as to lead the bee's proboscis directly to ie I have since had an opportunity of examining several | these apertures ; and I have this spring distinctly seen a vw Species of Coronilla, and of watching large plants of C. vayfa | humble-bee getting the nectar in this way, Phe aperture = (Fig. 1) and C. emerus (Fig. 2) in full flower. In all these between the claws enabled me to see the bee's probos-is U flowers there is a peculiar structure of the petals. The claw going right down to the base of the stuminal tube, On é of the vexillum is thin, sometimes prolonged and Straight | the other hand there is no *ppearance whatever of nectar 
asin C. emerus ; sometimes shorter and curved as in | or of glands containing nectar outside the calyx, C. varia, The claws of the other petals cohere so as to In CG. emeruys dutescens the Structure is the same, ervcept ‘“« ‘forma channel, in which the staminal tube lies, But in | that there is a curious little excrescence on the inside of all cases there is, immediately above the calyx, a large | the claw of the veaillum just above the calyx. Does it
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euide the bee's proboscts to the apertures in the staminal objects; and, with a view to accuracy of observation 

tube, which it is to be remembered are on each side of the | experiments were previously instituted by l’arrot upon the 

central tenth stamen? Mr. I’. Darwin has suggested a | influcnce of pressure on self-registering thermometers, of 
function of this kind for a somewhat similar structure on | the same kind as those made by Mr. Casclla under the | 

the free tenth stamen of Phaseolus, — late Prof. W. A. Miller and mysclf in 1869. And the 
C. monianva is asmall plant, very like C. g/iucain struc- | St. Petersburg professors satisfied themselves by their 

ture. The flower forms compact umbels ; the claws of | experiments (as we did by ours nearly fifty years later) 

the petals are short, with « wide opening above the calyx ; | that any observations taken by sending down ordinary ; 

the tenth stamen is free, but the staminal tube is close- | thermometers to great depths must be seriously vitiated | . 

fitting, and there 1s no nectar inside the flower. er | by the pressure of the superincumbent water. h 

contra, there are distinct glands or bubbles of liquid on Instead of attcmpting, however, to improve his thermo- | : 

the outside of the calyx, which is much infested by aphis. | meters by the protecting outcr bulb * which made our ; 
C.ménener is similar in structure; and both these | instruments thoroughlytrustworthy, Lenz devised a method |" 

species or Var lCtics are similar to C, Plauca, of obtaining deep-sea temperatures, which must have * 

We have then in this genus a number of species or | been very difficult to work, and which required a good = 

varieties, all of which have their tenth stamen free, but | deal of mathematical computation to bring out its results ; “ 
which differ widely in other respects. yet this in his able hands gave temperatures which prove e 

1. In C emerus and C. emerus lutesccns the nectar is in | to be in close accordance with the thermometric observa- “ 

the base of the staminal tube, and is accessible by the | tions of the Challenger. He also made throughout the © 

separation of the tenth stamen in the usual manner. voyage a careful series of observations on the temperature m 

2, In C. varia, C. montana, C. glauca, and C. minima | of the ocean at the surface and at moderate depths below it c 

the staminal tube is barren of nectar, but the nectar is | which proved to be of the greatest value in the establish- , 

secreted outside the calyx, and the access to it is provided | ment of his general doctrine. And _ he further made an 7 

for by a special gap between the petals. important series of observations on the salinity of ocean. | 
In both cases, however, the flower is so constructed | water as indicated by its specific gravity. The increase. * 

that the bee in getting the nectar which he wants dusts | of the density of sea-water with the reduction of its tem- | - 
himself with and carries from flower to flower the pollen. | perature down to the freezing-point, was known to Lenz o 

Some questions remain. The separation of the tenth | through the experiments of Dr. Marcet inthis country, | * 

stamen and the gap between the petals and the separate | and of Erman in St. Petersburg ; and he was conse- = 

stamen both exist in all the species; where one is of use | quently free from the influence of the ‘dominant idea” ~- 

the other is useless, Why do they co-exist? Did one | that the deep water of the ocean, like that of the Swiss {28 
exist before the other? and is one of them now useless | lakes, would have the uniform temperature (393° F.) of “8 
and rudimentary ? If so which was the earlier and which | fresh water at its greatest density ; which obviously in- —= 

the later in development? fluenced the conclusions subsequently drawn from their ye 
A further observation arises. These Coronii/as are | own observations by D’Urville and Sir James Ross,and |—~ 

foreign plants, and in many gardens and greenhouses | led to the general adoption of those conclusions. ie 

have only been introduced recently. In my own garden The whole series of these observations, with the mathe- = 
in Surrey I have introduced C. varia and C. emerus from | matical computations required for the determination of = 

London within these last four years, and I am not aware | the real bottom-temperatures, are contained in a most +: 

of any other plants in the neighbourhood. But the bees | elaborate memoir, entitled ‘‘ Physikalische Beobach- jE 

seem quite to understand how to get the nectar from | tungen, angestellt auf einer Reise um die Welt, unter = 
both. In C. emerus this is not surprising, for there are | dem Commando des Capitains von Kotzebue, in den = 

many other common {lowers—Robinia, Pisum, Vicia, | Jahren 1823-26,” presented to the St. Petersburg Academy ==" 
Lathyrus, &c.—similariy constructed. But I know of no | in1829, and published in vol. i. of its “ Transactions” (1831). SS 

flower common in k:ngland which is like C. varéa in | No one can examine this memoir without being impressed | 

having the nectar outside the calyx, with the peculiar ; with the remarkable ability it displays ; a peculiarly com- | 

access to it throuzh a gap in the petals. And yet the | petent judge, Prof. Debus, whose attention I havedirected =~ 

Surrey bee found his way to it at orce. Does not this | to it, assures me that it is a model of admirable physico- = 
look as if the bee had sufficient intelligence to adapt his | mathematical investigation. = 

doings to a perfectly new and unknown structure ? It was not until 1845, however, that Lenz gave forth the |—s 

T. H. FARRER general conclusions to which he was led by his own ob- == 

— 2. =| Servations and those of others (so far as known to him) == 

. ; oo. _| in his admirable “ Bemerkungen tiber die Temperatur des = 

LLAZS DOCTRINI: CF OCEAN CIRCULATION | \Weltmceres in verschiedenen Tiefen,” published in the = <= 

A VERY claborate memoir was presented to the Royal | “ Bulletin” of the St. Petersburg Academy for 1547. He 
Socicty at its last mecting, by Mr. Prestwich, con- there shows that his own conclusions as to the low tem- ne 

taining a divest of all the observations made upon deep- | peratures obtained at great depths are not invalidated by Ro 

sca temperatures previously to the Lighday cruise of the observations of others, indicative cf higher temperas = ™ 

18638, which was the starting-point of all those recent re- | tures taken with ordinary thermometers; but may still be te : 

searches that have excited so stron and general an | taken as indicating the presence of glacial water on the <= 

interest. Of these observations, some of the most impor- bottom of cach of the great oceans, even under the a 

tant were quite unknown to the scientific men of the | equator, «And from a discussion of the numerous temp€- St 

present day until Lioucht to light by Mr. Prestwich’s | rature-obscrvations taken at the surface and at small ia 

patient research ; and L would take the carliest oppor- | depths beneath it, Lenz deduces the important conclusion te 

tunity of particularly callines attention to those of Emil. , at there ty ad and under the equator a belt of ware .= 

Lens, an eminent German plysicist, formerly settled in. ceeses” ean tee veater to the north and south of it, O a 

St. Petersburg,* who accomp micd Kotzebue in his second | this strikins phenomenon, he says, the explanation flows ~ 

Circummnavieation Voyace in i823 26, Of tis voyage, the: directly from the form of the isothermal curve which re- aka 

obluning of deep-sea tomporitures was one of the special presents it; and this explanation I shall presently ey tin 

Vel ct Lew’ | humus of the Royal Sucety's duce in his own terms, which will be found singe = 

Caatalopite, “N Wie jeneqeent an ei tg onemnttot wrig inal beccare hes, broth | accordant with those used by my self in the not - te 

Cv pcriis ital woe b qatheniadieal a electuety and Itgae Ustn And lam It is riht to rewall the fact that this “‘ protection” was Grst devi i ae 

AN by ales red boar thas se the ce highes CTEC, SUED tate . ' . ak 

wer siegty esteemed I su ra Vatlae the Wot red masters in this by Admiral Vitztoy, aud was practically worked out by Messrs. Negretts ti: 

departinent of mvestiation, ° and Zambra, as far back as 1857. ein 
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ry gave of the Challenger observations in the Athencum of equator as the cause of the reduction of Oceanic tem, era- 

ey May 16, 
oo ture with depth, and es plicitly repudiated the doctrine of 1,4 

dey ‘As I have never claimed Any originality in regard to | uniform deep-sea temperature of 394° but also remarkec] 

Anis the doctrine of Oceanic circulation, which I have advo- | upon the comparatively high temperature of the deeper 

Me, cated solely as im mmportant scientific truth, it has stratum of the | Mcditerranean (frst ascertained by 

8 | afforded me nothing but the most unalloyed satisfaction D’Urville) as Indicating that the polar flow does not find 

thy to find that the doctrine which appeared to me, as to Sir | its way into that basin through the Strait of Gibraltar ; 

It John Herschel (when | brought the case fully before | thus anticipating the argument which I have based 
him), the “common Sense of the matter,” was put forward | on my Own Investigations into the comparative thermal 

Shy nearly thirty years ago by one of the most eminent phy- conditions of the Atlantic and the Mediterranean, as to 

bis, sicists of his day, asa necessary deduction from the facts the existence of a polar underflow in the former. 
te of observation. That Lenz’s Doctrine of Oceanic Circu- 

WILLIAM B. CARPENTER 
nee lation (for so it should now be termed) did not then obtain mo 

we 
ie the general acceptance which I now confidently anticipate | ~~ 

ee 
Sm for it, seems principally due to the little attention formerly 

NOTES 
‘im paid to Ocean Physics; it being only in recent years that WE greatly regret to announce that Prof. Angstrim died on 

“he the relation of deep-sea temperatures to the distribution the 21st ult, she of animal life on the ocean bottom, and the consequent te importance of this knowledge In geological research, has; Mr. Josera PRESTWICH, F.R.S., F.G, S., has been ap. 

Seg made the inquiry one of general interest. This is the point | Pointed to the office of Professor of Geology in the University 

ee of view in which the study of the subject has been of Oxford, as successor to the late Prof. Phillips, 
te pursued by Mr. Prestwich, whose exhaustive memoir will THE Chair of 1 , we, 
tine constitute a most valuable preface to the full discussion of Ja of Muman Physiology in University College, 

i the Challenger observations, when these shall have been | London, in future to be called the Jodrell Professorship, after 
Ie brought toa conclusion two or three years hence. the name of its endower, has been filled by the appointment of 
i “The mass of water in the tropics,” says Lenz, “warmed Dr. J. Burdon Sanderson, F.R.S., who is now Professor of 

_ down to a certain depth by the sun’s heat, cannot main- | Physiology, including Practica] Physiology and Histology. We 

x tain its equilibrium with the colder water of the middle have reason to believe that Mr. E. A. Schafer will be appointed 

ws and higher latitudes ; a flow of the warmer water from | Assistant Professor under Dr. Sanderson, 
so the equator to the poles must necessarily take place on uD the surface, and this surface-flow must be supplied at the | M.A. pp CANDOLLE has been elected a Foreign Associate 
mo equator by a flow of colder water from high latitudes, | of the French Academy in the place of the late Prof. Agassiz. 
ma which would at first flow in an almost horizontal a direction, but which under the equator must rise from THE death, at the early age of 28, is announced of Mr. Charles 
sc below to the surface, In this manner, in the northern Tyrwhitt Drake, one of the officers in charge of the survey of 

oe hemisphere, a great vertical circulation takes place in the | Palestine. He succumbed to a second attack of malarious 
‘— ocean, which has its direction above from the equator to fever, o the pole, and below from the pole to the equator. Since 

ae . 

Be these flows, moving in opposite directions, are distin- ENTOMOLOGISTS generally, and Coleopterists in particular, 
ae guished by their different temperatures, we observe in the | have experienced a great loss in the death of Mr. George Robert 

“* submarine isotherm an indication of the lower portion of Crotch, M.A., of St. John’s College, Cambridge. Mr. Crotch 

ne this flow. A corresponding flow, but moving in the Op- | graduated in 1863, obtaining honours in the Natural Science 
~ posite direction, takes place in the southern hemisphere ; Tripos. Until 1872 he was one of the Under Librarians 

So that 22 a zone surrounding the equator, where the two | at the University Library, when, besides his excellent work 
-, flows meet, the water Flows almost in the direction STOW | in that Institution, he devoted his spare time to his favour- 
be below up to the surface, . 

ite subject. Mr. Crotch sailed for America in IS72, ce route 

~ Lenz further adduced the low salinity of the surface- for Australia, for the F study: locy ef 
water of the equatorial belt, compared with the high | (°F “ustralia, for the pees Saying the entomo esy © 

. salinity of tropical water, as an additional indication of parts which he considered incompletely known, and on several 
a the continual ascent of polar water from the bottom, And |! Occasions he has transmitted collections to England. IIe had 
"after remarking that water moving in the north and south | added considerably to our knowledge of the entomology of 
* direction must have its course influenced by the rotation California, Vancouver's Island, Oregon, and other districts ; 
~ of the earth, he continues, “It isa point which has been and on two occasions the Senate of Cambridge, recognising the 
" determined by Humboldt, John Davy, and others, that importance of his work, voted him asum of money from the 
, the water of the ocean is colder at the surface over shal- University chest to aid him in Sending collections to the Uni- 

, lows, than at some distance beneath Over very great versity Museum, " depths. This phenomenon, the explanation of which e hitherto has not been found to be satisfactory, isa simple TWO scientific expeditions are to set out from Avchanecl next 
” Consequence of the movement of deep cold water from | summer—one into Russian Lapland, for the purpose of exploring 

| the pole to the equator, For if this runs against any ob- | the traces of ancient glaciers ; the other, to the shores ef the 
,  Struction, such as a shallow would Present, it will rise | Whise Sea, has for its object zoological investizations. Lr. 

along it, as upon an inclined plane, and approach nearer Yarjinsky, La Ac, Setenlifique states, who explored the district 
: The ace which in ropourdled the preeje oes wee two years ago, discovered in the White Sea and the glacial ocean 

Z ex 

; ean ees 

have explained! the y Pole bang ” between the Gulf Stream fishes and crustaceans till then quite unknown. and the United States sea-board, the similar cold band Mk. James Lick, of San Mrancisco, California, having in 
on the Cast coast of Japan, and the cold stratum on the | the course Of his life accumulated a large forune has recently 

fast side of the Dogger Bank. And I venture to believe, concluded a deed by which he conveys all his property to seven 
therefore, that here, too, the common sense of the Persons upon trust to be applied to VATIONS Worthy objects. 
Matter” has led mc toa right conclusion, \ 600 dls. are to} oa hess I learn also, from Mr. Prestwich’s memoir, that Arago, | “OnE Wese, 700,000 duly. ae noe apptied to the construe. 
in 1838, in his instructions for a scientific expedition to | tion of a more powerful reteeebe than any yet made, to be 

; Africa, not only distinctly recognised the existence of an | erected at an observatory in California, and 300,000 duls. to 
| Underflow of glacial water from the poles towards the found, in California, a school of the mechanival arts,
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TV last but one of the Government expeditions for observing | really cloquentand well-informed address last week, that these arts 

thos transit of Venus sailed from Plymouth for Christchurch, | have been greatly indebted to Sir Charles Lyell for having done 

New Zealand, in the clipper ship Afvofc, on Saturday, ‘The | much in their behalf by spreading a knowledge of the materials 

party consists of Major HI. S. Palmer, R.I., chief astronomer | with which they work. Sir Charles, in his reply, spoke of the 

in charge; Licut. I. Darwin, K.E., assistant-astronomer and | storm of opposition raised against many of the geological 

photographer 5 Lieut, If. Crawford, R.N., assistant-astronomer, | doctrines propounded in his first work, half a century ago, as 

and three non-commissioned ollicers of the Royal Ingincers | compared with their almost universal acceptance at the present 

trained in the use of the photoheliograph. day. 

A. CORRESPONDENT writes that he has tried, with almost WE have received a copy of a very able address delivered by 

complete success, Prof, llIclmholtz’s remedy for IIlay Fever, Dr. Julius ITaast, F.R.S., before the Philosophical Institute of 

referred to in the paper (NATURE, vol. x. p. 26) sent us Canterbury, New Zealand, in which he comments on several 

by Prof. Tyndall. Our correspondent gives the details of his | points connected with the geology of that country, maintaining 

treatment in a letter to the Aluuchester Examiner of the 30th his own theory as to the glacial origin of the Canterbury Plains 

ult., which also contains a Ietter from another sufferer who has | 1 opposition to that of their marine formation, as supported by 

tried Helmholtz’s remedy with success. Our correspondent also Capt. Hutton. In speaking of the extinct Struthious birds 

asks, —‘ Could any of your readers give any information as to whose remains are so abundant, he is disposed to divide them, 

Weber’s nose douche ?—a more effective method of administer- | contrary to Prof. Owen, into two main families : the Dinorni- 

ing the remedy than by means of the pipette is desirable.” thidee with a long metatarsus, no hallux, and a bony scapulo- 

coracoid bone; and the Palapterygidse with a short metatarsus, 

Mr. SAVILLE KENT, Curator of the Manchester Aquarium, | with a fully-developed hallux, and no ossified scapulo-coracoid 

seems resolved to do his best to make that institution subserve | bone ; the last-named character being one of particular interest, 

the purposes of scientific instruction. Last Friday he gave the and supported by several arguments, the strongest of which 

first of a series of lectures on subjects connected with aquaria | depends on the absence of any coracoid articular grooves on the 

to a fairly numerous audience 3 it is intended, we believe to con- | anterior margin of the sternum. 

tinue the lectures on Friday afternoons during the summer. 
A RATHER strong shock of earthquake was felt at Constanti- 

Dr. JouN Krk has received a letter from Lieut. Cameron | nople on Friday, lasting two seconds. No accident is reported. 

dated Ujjiji, Feb. 25, reporting his safe arrival at that place ; 
Jy 5» TEP & P , THE French Government has recently voted the sum necessary 

he was just about to start for Unyanyembe. He heard from : . . : : 

bese . - ' . for the formation of a great inland sea in Algeria, 190 miles long 
the people of Ujiji that the Lualaba from Nyangwe goes into . a 

. . ogg ” cs, | by 36 broad, to the south of Biskra. A chain of chotts (Chott 
the Mwootawzige or Bahari Unyoro, ‘‘so that,” he says, ‘‘it | . . ’ 
must be the Nile after all.” implying the bed of a lagoon) considerably below the level ot 

the Mediterranean, is to be utilised for the purpose. A full 

Mr. ForsytHu, the leader of the Yarkund Mission, arrived at | account of the project is given in the first June number of the 

Leh on the 17th. ult. all well, Heis expected in Calcutta about | Revue des Deux Alonides. 

the rsth inst. Dr. Stoliczka is reported to have died on the ; : . 
5 ; : . “P THE meeting which was to have been held this month in 

19th ult. at Shyok, above the Saser Pass. ae ; . : . “tgs 
London in connection with the Edinburgh University Buildings 

THE prospectus is issued of a series of Positivist publications, Za | Extension F und, has been postponed until November next. 

B nae fi ey iaa be then by Mean Pocy, nes for Mr. SANDERSON, from Lancing College, has been elected to 
its object the pope arisation 6 the positive P ilosophy. The PYO- | 4 Natural Science Scholarship in Worcester College, Oxford. 

Pvc s to chow a oquent eulogy of the ositivist coctrines and | yfessrs. IIugh Brocas-Price, from University College, London, 

4, i empt wenn that since Comte pega ee “Y nave or and Mr. Henry II. Robinson, from Magdalen College School, 
ually penetrated everywhere. Vhe Bid Zot beygite Post iste will | have been elected to Natural Science Demyships in Magdalen 

consist of 30 monographs, tu be published at intervals, in which | coe ge 

the principles of Positivism will be expounded in relation to every 

sphere of human thought and action. The first part 1s entitled Mr. W. J. Nouix, of Epsom College, has been elected to a 

‘La Bibliographie Vcsitiviste,” and will contain a list of 750 Natural Science Scholarship in Keble College, Oxford. 

publications in favour of or opposed to Positivism, all of which A MEANS of preventing the spread of the vine-pest, the 

have been published since Comte began to write. The publisher | Pyi;-//oxera vastatréx, is said tohave been found, in the spreading 
is Ernest Leroux of J'aris. of a layer of fine sand onthe ground round the stems of the 

Tue Turners’ Company, unlike most of the antiquated City plants. The sand is said to be too loose for this insect to pass 

; through, and the consequence is that it is intercepted in its passage 
guilds, seems to be alive to the fact that there are other ° r sorry to | t that 
kinds of merit wort! . Anette eat from one plant to another. We are sorry to hear a repor 

of merit worthy of honour besides the distinguished one this pl has found its way into Australia. The vine-growing 
. : Spl 1as 3 slated. * 

of being a prince of the blood, « foreign potentate, a conqucring NS plague has foune vs way ee eb at so im rtant 
her . { her Majesty's winters arr districts of our Australian colonies are becoming so impo 
cro, or one of her Majesty's iinisters, Tt requires distinction that we trust this repert may be unfounded, At all event steps 

. . . . . c yO Ss AS Feper - . * 

of a very blazing kind indeed to attract the attention cf most of | . S reper may “es . f our 

our obtuse City ¢ ompani The above Company is, however, | should be taken ty prevent its introduction into any of ow 

7 ‘*. © above ANY My OWEN CTS TG ies: such a measure will be easier than its destruction 
a creditable exception in this respect to most of the others, | oe such measure in them 

. . . wwe ‘ ‘ ) % . 

Shortly before his death it) conferred its) freedom upen | SHOUNE IE ENCT B voting 

the late Prof. Phillips, and lat week it did itself the honour: IN view of the scarcity and high price of oysters in this country 

Of muting in a simiku way its appreciation of the work which "it is alarming to hear that the ce'cbrated beds of Arcachon, 

has been done by Sir Cluate Lyell, Bart, EARLS. The Purners’  Concarneau, and other places in the west of France, are thought 

Company re evelently awake to the tact that alter all the Us ful) to be less productive than formerly. The want of accurate kno#- 

Aity Manufactiie, ail Commerce may derive some ben fit trom ledge concerning this Iivalve is probably at the root of this 
the results of non-uwuhituian scientifie research, “The ants repre: _ scareity, and it may also be possible that the changes which . 

sented by the Tumer. Companyue, as partof their material, ) constantly taking place in the sition and evenin the nature 0 
puny, ] y G1 . f 

Vantows sorts of tenes, want May Jones, the Master, showed in his | the seacoast, may have a serious effect on the productiveness °
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the oyster beds all over the world. It ig a wellknown fact that cated by the Natives ; they merely used sharp-edecd stones as 
oysters will not grow in’ certain localities where the conditions knives, hese Were made sharp, not by grinding or polishing, 
are apparently exactly similar to other localities where they will | but by striking off flakes with another stone till the required 
thrive ; and the gradual change Wrought by the sea in certain edge was obtained. Ag a very general, if not invariable, rule, 
parts of the ceast maylaccount, quite as much as overfishing, | one surface only was chipped in the process of sharpening, They tor the gradual eatinetion of oysters, All beds are, however, | were made from two different kinds of stone—the one apparently tisied much more extensively now than they were a few years ago, | an indurated clay rock, the other containing a large proportion and whenever one is discovered, it js quickly worked out, with- | of silex. 
eut any consideration being given to the question of its A WRITER in the Times complaining of the want of labels in extent, and whether it isa newly-established bed ornot, America | the Pird Gallery of the British Muscum, states that “ young 
now largely supplies us with oysters either ina fresh state or | and active Naturalist has been appointed specially to look afte, preserved in tins, andit is calculated that in Maryland State this part of the collections.” It is hoped that he will see that alone, 5.252 persons are employed in dredging, and 10,047,803 all the specimens are furnished with labels, bushels of oysters were taken in 1870-71; while the waters of Sore a Virginia are said to be equally productive. In the great oyster : SOME “xperiments of particular interest physiologically have markets of Baltimore, where immense quantities of oysters are een undertaken by Dr. Worm Miller, and are described by tinned, over 10,000 hands are employed in this branch of the trade, | him in Ludwig S <Arbeiten (vol. viii. p. 159), an abstract of which paper will be found in the London ALedicgl Record for last week. A VALUABLE contribution to Zoology is furnished by a paper The author finds that the transfusion into the circulatory system 
published by Mr. Dall, on the birds of the Aleutian Islands, | of an amount of blood three times as much as that normally con- especially of that portion of the region to the west of Oonalaska, | tained in the system does not cause any rise in the arterial blood 
embracing the result of observations made during 1873 on pressure, though the pulse-rate is reduced, The reduction of the board the U.S. Coast Survey vessel, the lukon, As might quantity of blood after transfusion, however, causes a rapid fall 
have been expected, the great majority of the species are water- in the blood-pressure, even when only half that added has been birds, particularly a/adc, upon the natural history of which Mr, removed. We think that the former of these results is not diffi- Dall throws much light, having been the first to collect €888 | cult to explain, for the heart, being an engine with only a limited 
of several of the species, and observe their habits during the capacity for work, it can only maintain a certain determinable breeding season. The land-birds on this island are very few in blood-pressure, depending on the bulk of its muscular parietes, number, consisting of two kinds of hawks, one owl, a swallow, | The introduction of an excess of blood to be circulated can and a wren, five finches, the raven, and ptarmigan, The total therefore act only in filling the system at the expense of the number of species enumerated is forty-five. velocity of the current, with a diminution in the rapidity of the WE have received the prospectus of a work entitled «The | C¢diac action. Dominion of Canada 3 comprehending a General Description of Ir may be of some interest with reference to the demand of the Confederated Provinces of British North America, and the | ladies to be admitted to the ordinary degrees of the University of North-west Territories,” by Henry Youle Hind, M.A. (Mon- | London, to note that at the recent distribution of prizes at Uni- treal: John Lovell.) The following are the leading subjects :— | versity College the first and second places in the mixed class of 

I. Physical Geography of the Dominion. II. Climate and Jurisprudence were hoth oceapied by ladies, Miss E. Orme, who Climatic Effects. III. Geological Features, 1V Travel and | two years ago toxk the prize in the class of Political L-conomy, Transportation. V. Agricultural, Forest and Mining Industries, | coming out first, while in the mixed class of Political Economy VI. Commerce, Manufactures, and Fisheries. VII. The Inha- | a lady this yéar took the fourth certificate. bitants, VIII. Government. IX, Social Status. X, Miscel- Dr. W G. Fartow has published in the -liverican Socerntarl lanea. ‘The illustrations will consist of upwards of 250 engravings of Science and Arts an account of some investigations carried on 
on steel, chromoxylographs, woodcuts, &c. in the botanical laboratory of the University of Strasburg, illus- AT present the principal source of income to the United States | trating aremarkable asexual development from the prothallus of from its acquisition of Alaska, and that which pays the larger | /¢7?5 serulat:. Tn the centre of the cushion or thickest part cf part of the interest on the Original investment of 7,000,000 dols, | the prothallus were a number of scalariform ducts, the prothallus in its purchase, is derived from the fur-seal islands of St. Paul | bearing a number of antheridia, but no archegonia. From these 
and St. George, which constitute the Pribyloy group, in the , ducts a leaf is developed directly, after which a root is also deve- Behring Sea. It is from these islands that the greater number | loped, and last of all a stem-bud. -\ comparison was drawn of the skins of the fur seal as known in commerce are derived, i between this growth, which was observed in this species only, the animals resorting to them in immense numbers every spring | and the buds produced in the ordinary way from the pretonema for the purpose of bringing forth their young. In 1870, an | of a moss. Normally the prothallus of a fern is entirely Ges. Act was passed by Congress limiting the number to be killed at | tilute of vascular tissue of any kind. 700,000. The Alaska Commercial Company secured the lease Dr. McKendrick (Zyl. Ae. Journ, June 23, 1S74) has made of the fishery, and has carried out the contract in apparent good | a contribution to the subject of the physiological antagonism of 

faith. The condition of the islanders has been considerably im- mcdicines which has been so elaborately illustrated by the 
proved. Congress has authoriscd the appointment of a com- dee . > - oa 

. ‘ ; . : _,. | Works of Fraser and¢ rum Brown, He finds that while Bromal 
mission to investigate the natural history and geographical distri. . Neo esivel © eontcars epeece: ye a aa. 
bution of the fur seal, 

causes an Cdrcessively coplous secretion of saliva, -\tropine quickly arrests it, in rabbits. Possible practical applications of this ds. From the Monthly Notices ot the Royal Socicty of Tasmania | Covery in the treatment of various kinds of ptyalisia in man ware 
for June, July, and August, 1873, we learn that the Socicty | Mt once thought of, and already cases of so-called SMecess in the has been making an inquiry in reference to the stone imple- | Stlvation of Premancy are recorded. ments of the Tasmanian aborigines, especially as to whether the TN the Bulletin of the Bute Soe. Nat. Sci, Noo, vole i, 
natives made use of these linplements fastened to handles, after will be found a paper by Prof. Plartt. on the geolopy ot the the manner of axes or tomahawks, All inquiries on the subject | Lower Amazons, Ile determines, on paleontological evidence, 
tend to prove that no true tomahawks were known to or fabri- that the great plain of the Serra of Ererd is of Devonian age,
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AMONG recent additions to the Manchester Aquarium are tl al ee neni me oe emma, a ae Js 1874 

following +) ESn | -Shkate-Toc " . le] neg ibourhood 
: ne —— 

o_o ™ oot Hound or Skate-Toothed Shark (A/uste/es | animal (supp ° Bath. Dr. Bird was the first to discc : 

cudearts) , 2 Popers or White }lound (Galeus canis) 2 Picked western ret OSC( to be the only species of Land Pr over this 

Dog-fish (cleanthars putearis) > 4 Lesser Spotted D fel inclined to roieya it te path district, and Mr Blomefeld is 

. . 
. ‘ 

qyerefys 

. 
‘ 

(Syllinm caniculd) 4 Cireenland Bullheads (Cof/fas encnlan , m smaller land molluses The meen rOrOUs, making a prey of the 

3 Gemmeous Dragonets (Cadfionyiets lyra) ; . au us), resting summary of tl eeti secretary gives an extremely int 

5 lyra) 3 § Cat or Wolf-fish | duri y ie meetings and excursi { yee 

(Anarhicus lupus): 2 Tadpole Vish  (Ranic 
ring 1873-74. 

sions of the Societ 

Zoophytes—. let: Joba ai \ vantceps trifurcus) 5 Lettschsift 

y 

. py “* ° tine ° adianths, Sagartia bellis, Sv nivea, S,' June 1. Ua der Ocsterretchischen Gesellschaft fiir A 

viduata, S. miniate, Tealia CVaASSICOVUIS. 
7 "1 of .—The observations of M, Mari¢ Dav Sur Meteorologie, 

THE additi } i ty? 
certain river waters in I"rance are he eae the diminution 

ions to the Zoological Society’s Gardens during tl on the influence of different ki re here closed with a discussio 

past week include a Black-hacked Jackal (Cavis mesom vas) t 1€ | basins. It is shown that Waste. of vegelation growing in their 

Sou icc 
oy clas) from | amount of rain-w open land evaporates 

th Africa, presented by Captain Webster; two Rhesus | pr ont of rain-water, and forests less than c on the least 

Monkeys (.}acacus erytharus) from India, presented by Mr. W aes ee The increase of high fanning and 0 nor other farm 

Dunn : a Chine:e Turtle 
. Y. : d, absorbing and > AG arulicia mead 

30 : rtle Dove (Zurtur chinens? 
. g and evaporating much . Ow- 

; sensis), from Indi the size of streams by robbing th. uch moisture, must dimini 

presented by Major F. 
Gildea - 4 Canadi 

? la, 
ams y robbing them of 

. minish 

" a; a Canadian B Lh to kee 
; part of their 

densis) and a Virginian Deer (Cereus an eaver (Casto cana- | able ep up the summer flow of a river it might be eee ys and 

Gard 
: wregtuanus), born in the | yj Pp its upper basin with forests. C : ght desir- 

ardens ; a Lanner Falcon (/a/co éanarius), from east EF rivers shows, however, that no valu ble omparison of different 

purchased. 
ast Iurope, | gained. Whatever be the origin of the addition would thus be 

tion 
att 

ne river e 1 . 

is are alone effective. Therefore, al.ho n& ological condi- 

——— 
national economy, for fixi : , ugh as a measure of 

SCIEN 
—= | changes of level ad ixing soll on slopes, mitigating floods and 

r | TIFIC SERIALS forests would b 2 oe ove ung cheap ues the maintenance of 

vansactions of the Norfolk and Norwi . the art 0 i ‘ ust look forward to a ti 

1873-74 (Norwich : Fle ere . & fs on tht Neuralists Socuty, | the ae of sunsmer' see oxcess of winter rainfall to supply 

the fifth year of its existen oe : iety is now in | ‘¢ : . e adopted in agri It 

ce, and is in a satisf vo Kleinere Mittheilunzen,” 
griculture.—Among th 

to members. The chief f sfactory condition as 2 ilunzen,” Prof. Prestel ded Be 

. eatures e : ears me 
educes from 

se nansacios ” are Parts IV and Vat Present number ol its Kalinga at Kraken, vhowix, result similar to that of Men 

of Norfolk,” which the Soci ' una and Flora | D <au, showing a minimum in N 

: 
ociety has undertak 

ecember and a nimum in November 

Part IV., by Dr. J 
ertaken to publish 

maximum in the ‘ or 

. . John Lowe, embrac? i publisn. | Edlund o 
spring.—The work 

| to occur in the Norfolk waters ; ee Or the fishes known | of Goldechmalt’e an temp erature of Sweden, and a delicate form 

: supplement), the Norfolk Lepidoptera, by vormng a separate Schri sidt’s aneroid, are here noticed. 
mm 

a . 

. 
‘ ye AX -fpy- 

: Both lists appear to have been done °F r. C. G, Barrett. | py « 4 ifien der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Danst. 

: caution, and we should think that De. L great care and Pus history of the population in the east anste, 1873.— 

en have left very little to be added The owe and Mr. Barrett Prussia is still involved in much obscurit, rm provinces of 

- greatest ere dit both upon the compilers ata oo ite reflect the re onan provinces is pretty accurately Lacan that of 

: ew of the wealthier members : e Society, a _the papers in this vol 
- _4n one 

: 
ers of . ’ , , olume Dr. M : 

greater part of the expense of > of avnieh have contributed the | ° idence obtainable from early waters Phe Il considers the 

The next instalment of this im ort: t present supplement. 7 rom names of persons and places, a io. Tacitus, &c. 

mY... Society will contain the flowering portant work of the Norfolk | 2°™ the archeological collections of, whi I more especialy 

: The president’s address gives a ee , ct vy Mr. H, D. Geldart. imperfectly arranged, in Koniysber rr there are two, 

. Society, and disc sa résumé of the year’s work of the grave-relics, Dr. Marshall is 1 he rom a study of 

2 ’ scusses the question of Biogenesi time, i is led to the conclusion th 

e Wheeler contribut 
: genesis. —Mr. F. D. e, in these eastern provinces two distin clusion that, at one 

t es a paper On breeding Lepid . Several . provinces two distinct races lived . 

finement, givinz th 
S pidoptera in con- eral races having come f : ived together. 

» z the results of the author’s land io e from the east and settled i 

. Mr, F. Kitton one On Empusca and oth own experience ; and aa s of the Baltic, more than 1,000 years B ed in the coast- 

' short paper by Mr. J. B. Brideman On he micro-fungi.—In a ater, overrun by Goths from central Ru: B.C., this land was, 

Prosopis, the author concludes that tl i bee een eer oat ie | Preteen oad couthorn Lavage, but Danish Island rand to 

: any suitable situation, whether in sof his bee forms its ‘‘nest in | western and southern Europe; but a nun he slands, and to 

despising ready-formed holes and t cart or wood, not even ,; amber ccast, especially in the Weichsel ree cr remained on the 

home pollen in its 8, and (hat it collects and carries | with the Aestian or Wend race gion, and became fused 

s mouth, after workinz it u ” ; gether k nd race, already there ; th : 

John Quinton contributes notes O he p ina pellet.”—Mr. | gether known as /¥ws:-7.—Amongz the papers 3 meyer a 

tions recorled at Norwich duri a the meteorological observa | 20. 2ccoun of a chemical analysis papers is another giving 

. ; Norwich during the years 1S m4 . Friederici 
: analysis (made by direct F 

‘ of interesting miscellaneous natural his 5 1870 73. variety th ederici) of certain empty grave-urns of tl ” ancient P ova 

. number. Altogether this Suciet ‘ story notes conclude the | Ka significance of which 2 or been clea ne ancient Prussians 

| year’s work ; its first object is f mst e congratula’ed on its ricderici thinks they were in themselves ‘32 ascertained. Dr. 

science,” which it seems to | ee practical study of natural 1. made not trom clay, but from ashe ” arne: vesrels 5 they 

faithfulness, ve@ carrying out with considerable lool of animals killed in sacrifice In h tine, Prot wit 

the carbon particles 
eating, the blood and 

Proceedings of the 1: 

particles at the surface had t : . 

a. he Lath Natur: yo, . . sentin Scho ad been turned to ashes . 

Club, vol. o on Sr faa ney ana wl antiquarian Fie’d was rately, curhonised, appearance, while the nee te aS 

number of its“ Proc o7- lis Society, to judge from this — gives arbonised, and darker in col i 

. ‘ eedinus,”” 
wo . 5S gives an th o olour.—Dr. Lissauer 

antiquarian research, ** Natur tie to devote sell mainly to O ose an account (with excelent photographs) of some more of 

in its title, seeming to fi Tot istury, though 1t comes tirst taj -urns that have been tound in large : 

\ “ wd bat <n: 
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TT ee It has been noticed by several philosophers, and particularly | visible motion, whenever vapour is driven off from a surface by Mr. Crookes, that, under certain circumstances, hot bodies | this visible motion is too small to account for the forces under 
appear to repel and cold ones to attract other bodies. It is my consideration, Lut, although it appears tu have escaped notice obrect in this paper to point out and to describe experiments to | so far, it follows as a direet consequence of the £vj01/,- theory of prove that these effects are the results of evaporation and con- £ases that whenever Evaporation takes place from the surface of densation ; and that they are valuable as evidence of the truth | a solid body ora liquid, it must be attended with a reactionar of the kinetic theory of gas, viv. that gas consists of separate | force equivalent to an increase of pressure on the surface which 
molecules moving at great velocities, force is quite independent of the perceptible motion of the The experiments of which the explanation will be given were vapour. Also condensation must be attended with a force equiva- as follows :— 

lent toa diminution of the gaseous pressure over the condensing 
A light stem of glass, with pith-balls on its ends, was suspended surface, and likewise independent of the visible motion of the by a silk thread in a glass flask, so that the balls were nearly at | vapour. ‘This may be shown to be the case as follows :— the same level. Some water was then put in the flask and boiled According to the kinetic theory the molecules which consti- 

until all the air was driven out of the flask, which was then | tute the gas are in rapid motion, and the pressure which the gas corked and allowed to cool. When cold there was a partial | exerts against the bounding surfaces is due to the successive im- vacuum in it, the gauge showing from } to 2 of an inch pulses of these molecules, whose course directs them acainst the pressure. 
surface, from which they rebound with unimpaired velocity. 

It was -now found that when the flame of a lamp was According to this theory, therefore, whenever a molecule of brought near to the flask the pith-ball which was nearest the liquid leaves the surface henceforth to become a molecule of pas, flame was driven away ; and that with a piece of ice the pith | it must leave it with a velocity equal to that with which the other was attracted. 
particles of gas rebound—that is to say, instead of being just de- 

This experiment was repeated under a variety of circumstances, | tached and quietly passing off into the gas, it must Le shot off in different flasks and with different balances, the stem being | with a velocity greater than that of a cannon-ball, Whatever sometimes of glass and sometimes of platinum ; the results, how- | may be the nature of the forces which give it the velocity, and ever, were the same in all cases, except such variations as I am | which consumes the latent heat in doing so, it is certain, from about to describe. the principle of conservation of momentum, that they must react Thé pith-balls were more sensitive to the heat and cold when | on the surface with a force equal to that exerted on the molecule, the flask was cold and the tension within it low, but the effect | just as in a gun the pressure of the powder on the breech is the was perceptible until the gauge showed about an inch, and even | same as on the shot. after that the ice would attract the ball. The impulse on the surface, from each molecule which is The reason why the repulsion from heat was not apparent at | driven off by evaporation, must therefore be equal to that caused greater tensicns was clearly due to the convection currents | by the rebound of one of the reflected molecules (supposing all which the heat generated within the flask. When there was | the molecules to Le of the same size), that is to say, since the enough vapour, these currents carried the pith with them ; they ; force of rebound will be equal to that of stopping the impulse were, in fact, then sufficient to overcome the forces which other- | from a particle driven cff Ly evaporaticn will be half the impulse wise moved the pith. This was shown by the fact that when | received from the stop ping and reflection of a particle of the gas. the bar was not quite level, so that one ball was higher than the | Thus the effect of evaporation will be to increase the number of other, the currents affected them in different degrees ; also that | impulses on the surface ; and, although each of the new impulses a different effect could be produced by raising or lowering the | will only be half as ef'ective as the ordinary ones, they will add position of the flame. to the pressure. The ccndition of the pith also perceptibly affected the sensi- In the same way, whenever a molecule of gas ccmes up toa tiveness of the balls. When a piece of ice was placed against | surface and instead of rebounding is caught and retained by the the side of the glass, the nearest of the pith-balls would be drawn | surface, and is thus cordensed into a molecule of liquid, the im- towards the ice, and would eventually stop opposite to it. If | pulse which it will thus impart to the surface will only be one- allowed to remain in this condition for some ‘time, the vapour | half as great as if it had rebounded. Hence condensation will would condense on the ball near the ice, while the other ball reduce the magnitude of some of the impulses, and hence will would become dry (this would be seen to be the case, and was | reduce the pressure on the concensing surface. also shown by the tipping of the balance, that ball against the This explanation is then rut in a mathematical form, and the ice gradually getting lower). It was then found when the ice | paper proceeds. was removed that the dry ball was insensible to the heat, or Applying these results to steam, we find that at a temperature nearly so, while that ball which had been opposite to the ice was | of 60° the evaporaticn of 1 |b. of water frcm a surface would be more than ordinarily sensitive. sufficient to maintain a force of 65 Ibs. for one second. If the flask were dry and the tension of the vapour reduced It is also important to notice that this force will be proportional with the pump until the gauge showed 2 of an inch, then, | to the square root cf the absolute temperature, and consequently although purely steam, the vapour was not in a saturated cond}. will be approximately constant between temperatures of 32° and tion, and the yith-balls which were dry were no longer sensitive | 212°, to the lamp, although they would still approach the ice. If we take mercury instead of water, we find that the force is From these two last facts it appears as though a certain | oly 6lbs. instead of 65; but the latent heat of mercury is only amount of moisture on the balls was necessary to render them | 34, that of water, so that the same expenditure of heat would Sensitive to the heat. | Maintain nearly three times as great a force, In order that these results might be obtained it was necessary It seems, therefure, that in this Way we can give a satisfactory that the vapour should be free from air. If a small quantity of | explanation of the cx; criments previously described. When air was present, although not enough to appear in the gauge, the | the radiated heat from the lamp falls on the pith its tem- effects rapidly diminished, particularly that of the Ice, until the | perature will rise, and any moisture on it will begin to eva- convection currents had it all their own way. This agrees with porate, and to drive the pith from the lamp. ‘The evapo- the fact that the presence of a small quantity of air in steam | ration will be greatest on that ball which is nearest to the greatly retards condensation and even evaporation, lamp, therefore this ball will be driven away until the With a dry flask and an air-vacuum, neither the lamp nor the | force on the other becomes equal, after which the balls will ice produced their effects ; the convection currents reiyned | come to rest, unless momentum carries them further. On the supreme, even when the gauge was as low as 4 inch. Under | other hand, when a piece of ice is brought near the temperature these circumstances the lamp generally attracted the balls and | of the pith it will be reduced, and it will condense the vapour the ice repelled them, ‘2. the currents carried them towards the | and be drawn towards the ice. lamp and from the ice ; but by placing the lamp or ice very low The reason why Mr. Creokes did not obtain the same results the reverse effects could be obtained, which goes to prove that | with a less perfect vacuum was because he had then too larce a they were the effects of the currents of air. proportion of air or non condensire Bas mincd with the vapour, These experiments appear to show that evaporation from a | which also was not in astate of sattvation, Tn the experiments surface is attended with a force tending to drive the surface back, | the condensable Vapour was thatof mercury, or something which and condensation with a force tending to draw the surface {or- required a still higher temperature, and it was Necessary that the ward. These effects admit of explanation, although not quite | vacuum should te very perfect for such vapour to be any thing as simply as may at first sight appear. like pure and ina saturated condition, As s0on, however, as Although there must always be reaction corresponding to the | this state of perfection was reached, then the eflects were more
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nodules, and which he considers to form the true division be- | is composed of horizontal layers varying in thickness from 5 to tween the Folkestone and underlying Sandgate beds, The | 25 centims, ‘The bank is believed to have been formed by the Rhvachonella suleata bed, an important fossiliferous zone, lies at evaporation of Red Sea water poured into the lake basin during | the base of the latter, Phe general character of these Folke- successive inundations ; the amount of Red Sea water evapo. | 4 stone beds is that of a loose yellowish sand parted by seams of rated is about 21,000,000,000 cubic metres. The lake basin } coarse calcarcous sandstone. Masses of branching Sponge are | cuntains 2,000,000,000 cubic metres of water, giving an annual especially plentiful in these rocks. The last bed of the Folke- | evaporation of 200,000,000 cubic metres. ‘Twenty years ago rain | stone series is a very remarkable one, consisting of an irregular | hardly ever fell in the isthmus, but now tiles are obliged to be seam of large nodular masses, composed of coarse grains of | sent from France to roof the houses there. ‘The author holdg t quartz, glauconite, jasper, lycian-stone, and phosphatic nodules, | out great hopes of the practicability of filling a great basin in : Four fect of loose sand succeeds, capped by a band of pyritous | the interior of Algeria. A valuable table of numicrical results I nodules ; and then occurs a seam of dark greensand (containing | accompanied the cummunication,—Geological topography of the te two lines of phosphatic nodules), largely charged with 1m. | environs of Aigues-inortes, a letter from M. Ch. Martins to M. { C interruptus, and other fossils in the form of rolled casts. | Elie de Beaumont. — Observations on the subject of the reply of a The argillaceous beds of the lower gault, which follow, are | M. Faye to the criticism concerning his addition to Pouillet’s ‘ frequently very dark in colour, and more or less parted off by | memoir on solar radiation, by M. A. Ledieu. The author in- mt lines of nodules, marking certain zones of life. The thickness | sisted that there was still a difference in the Principles of thermo- | of this sub-formation is about 28 ft. From the grey marl or dynamics between him and M. Faye.—Analysis of twenty-one : i upper gault it is separated by a nodule or passage bed of much | samples of salt water from the maritime canal of Suez, sent by M. ut | importance ; as this nodule bed marks the extinction of lower- | F. de Lesseps, by M. Durand-Claye. While Mediterranean water iW gault forms and the introduction of others. _ The base of the | contains a solid residue of about 4o kilogrms. per cubic metre, nn upper gault may be known by the large quantities of Zoceramus | the canal water contains, in some parts, 75 kilogrms., and never ie sulcatus. The upper fifty feet censists of a pale grey marl, of | falls below 65 kilogrms. This fact is explained by the solution rt which the portion subjected to analysis yielded 26 per cent. | of the great salt bank before referred to, At Port Said the ! of lime carbonate.—On a collection of fossils from the U.G.S. | water is less salt than in the Mediterranean (24 to 26 kilogrms, ) | of Morden, Camb., by H. George Fordham, F.G.S. owing to admixture with Nile water.—On the employment of 
| Entomological Society, June 1.—Sir Sidney S. Saunders, | Phenic acid for the preparation of wood, by M. M. Boucherie, president, in the chair.—Mr. McLachlan exhibited specimens of ace the Cy cacacese OF ne ans asin, a note by M. Robert. the White Ant (Ca/otermes sp.), recently bred at Kew from a Nesles d pamber of role Go rom the confluence of the sample of the wood of the tree ( 7rachylobium hornmannianum) esie and Aisne between Ciry-Sermoise and Chasemy, the author that produces the gum-copal of Zanzibar.—Mr. Stainton read a found a number of stems which he considers to belong to the letter he had received from the Rev. P. H. Newnham, of Stone- | '4er named.—On the systems of quadratic forms, by M. C, house, Devon, stating that he had taken two living specimens of J Oran OM a oarpoux made an addition to his note read on Deiofeia pulchella on the Comish side of the River Tamar. Mr, | June ‘ an rictton In on colision of bodies. — Hydrographic Stainton remarked on the early period of the year when the | ™@P © Migeria, a -o y M. E. Mouchez.—Phenomenon of insects were captured as very unusual.—Mr. C. O. Waterhouse Giraed ° werved th nth Creek (North coast), by M. J. sent for exhibition a living specimen of a Mantid (Zmpusa pau- d thar h reel ° peu P OC bier Cc carbides of anthracene perata) in the larva or pupa state, brought from Hyéres by jen ~ Shoral propyl aly col “by ME. Rebool Oak eye the Rev. Mr. Sandes of Wandsworth.—Mr. W. D. Gooch . . . ? 7 . communicated a detailed account of his experiences with | chlorobromide of Peopyene has (Bie wree Sify 2) Te epresent regard to the Longicorn Coffee-borers of Natal. Dr. Horn, a 2 ee ; ; of Philadelphia, stated that European Conifers, Limes, &c., | [0¥ makes mown the our orners, CNBr — CH, ~ CHCl planted in a public park at Philadelphia, were all killed by ean on Cl TOME 3s 3—CH,—CHCIBr, and the larvae of native species, such as Callidium antennatum and a BOAR 

Monohammus dentator, though apparently ina healthy condition, eee 
. whilst the native trees were not perceptibly affected. He was 

inclined to believe that the insects attacked healthy trees, but BOOKS RECEIVED 
Mr. McLachlan stated that, according to the obscrvations of CoLontaL.—Report of Progress of Geological Survey of Victoria, &c.: most European entomologists, the European species of Longi- R. Brough Smyth (Melbourne).—Report upon the Rainfall of Barbados, and corns did not attack living wood in a perfectly healthy state.— | its Influence up on the Sugar Crops: Governor Rawson (Barbados,. Mr. Butler communicated a paper On new species and a new A E REIGN le Angee omie Pratique Coe ee mations en. Furepe or ea 

; genus of diurnal Lepidoptera in the collection of Mr. Druce.— Sternwarte der Wiener Universitat : Carl von Lithow —Jahresbericht des Mr. Smith read a revision of the I1ymenopterous genera C/eftes, | Physikalischen Central Observatoriums for 1871-72: H. Wild (St. Peters- Parnopes, Anthractas, Pyria, and Stilbum, with descriptions of | burg) —Annalen des Physikalischen Central Observatoriums : H. Wild, 1872 | Rew species of the genus CZrysh, from North China and Aus- | (St Petesbure) —Spectis Lumineus: Mb Lecog de Boisbandran. 2 vols tralia. demie, Redigirt: Dr. Heinrich Wild. Band iii.—Bulletin de l’Academie PARIS Imperiale des Sciences de St Petersbourg, t. xviii, Parts iii. iv. v.—Bulletin , . ve Cu . = ov ie 
Academy of Sciences, June 22,—M. Bertrand in the chair. de | <Academie Imperiales des Sciences de St Petersbourg, t. xix., Parts 

—M. Dumas stated, in the name of the Phy/loxera Commission, | _—s «sy oe eo that after the theoretical researches of the Commission this body | ~ OSS 
had commenced a practical study of the subject in the field. CONTENTS Pace 7 Agricultural police had been appointed for the preservation of | On OstrotocicAL Monocraru- WRITING 159 oat those parts of France not yet invaded by the scourge.—The PICKERING'S ** PHYSICAL MANIFULATION ” 160 re following papers were read: -Kescarches on solution, by M. rex Koox SHELF 161 ro peithelot 5 a continuation of thermo-chemical investigations, — Robert Brown and Sprengel. —Prof ASA Gravy . . 161 “bs resentation of some specimens of photography obtained with On the Physical Action taking place at the Mouth of Organ-pipes. fh an apparatus constructed for the Japanese expedition, by M. J. ql LERMAN N Sanit oe ; . 161 at Janssen, ‘The photographs presented were of the sun taken De Degenetacy Orn Hye vies G JOSREN EDKINS 1 

‘ with an objective (of 5 i). aperture and 2 metres focus), con- Lousevity of the Carp muse In Species, -J- MA? 1ee 

structed of flint and crown glass in achromatic combination. —A | ‘The Chaclenger Exiepirion, V. . 165 mechanical note was presented by MOR. Clausius, entitled “On | Pur Ficurn os THE RARTH IN RELATION TO GEOLOGICAL INQUIRY. P 
a special cave of the Viricl.”’- “Theory of the collision of bodies, Reon an ay ‘ Pann's Hestextan PLECTURES “Ox THE "> with consideration of the atomic Vibtations, by M.A. Ledieu. SPRUCTURE AND Davrtorvnent OF THe VERTSBRATE SKULL,” Communication on the bitter hake. of the Isthmus of Suez, by NV. Gate Leustrations), . . 7. 167 M. Ferdinand de Lesseps. ‘he author exhibited a block of salt | # ie Packt Eee ee NAC HOUS FLowers~-Cokusitta, By T. 169 
cutout from the salt bank still existing in the centre of the great | pags. Deena Goo tx Circutation. By Dr. WB. Can basin. “Vhis bank os caleuleted to have contained 970,000,000,000 | risa, FARLS 170 thes nt . . : . Nodbbs I 
hilegum Of salt, and has new di -olved away to the catent of | ee SMRIALS 14 : mostnee the wing. don of the water of the cual, ‘The superficial | SocuCrinS AND ACADMALLMS . 174 wetol the walt bank a. about 06,000,000 square Metres, and it | Buons Racsiven 178 74
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